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Gamerco Forces Now JUDGE
' In New Building

D.

J.

LEAHY

SUSF53S IIAI.7IA

"The administrative forces of the
SANTAFE, N. M., July 25. William G. McAdoo, former secretary of
Gallup American Coal Company are
treasury, in an address before the HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION SENSATIONAL ANTICS BY at home in their new building- at FORMER SUPREME COURT
KILLED MANY JUST FCR the
Kiwanis club here Tuesday declared
OF WCHLD STOPS OVER
TAMMANY TO BRING Gamerco, moving from the I. O. O. F,
JUDGE FINED FOR CONSAKE C7 KILLTCG, FI a campaign of "wanton and thorough"DRY" AND "WET" FIGHT building in Gallup. Charley Ross
HERE ENROUTE TO OLD
END CF ly organized misrepresentation and
NALLY FIN- -3
TEMPT; SUPREME COURT
TO DECIDE CASE
INTO POLITICS
HOME IN COLORADO
falsehood," regarding the administraCLCCDY CAKEZR
says "We have moved everybody and
tion of the railroads by the federal
over from Gallup except
everthing
Jack
LAS VEGAS, N. M.. July 21. Tha
NEW YORK, July 23. William H.
Dempsey and sister. Miss
PAKHAIr, Chichauhua, Mexico, July government baa been waged since the
He spoke on the need of a Elsie Dempsey, accompanied by Miss Anderson, superintendent of the Anti- - Mike, and may move him over a little state supreme court will decide an im.
SI. The body of Francisco' (Pancho) war.
intelligent' study of econ Irene Lamont and Jerry Laudiss, ar saloon League of New York, today later." Their new offices at Gamerco portant issue for the legal profession
Villa, Robin Hood of Mexico,
tha moat intonating charac omic problems by the pepole with a rived m uauup Saturday overland was indicted on several counts and are arranged just like the old offices of New Mexico when it considers the
ter oi contemporary Mexican history, view to proper legislative remedy of from Los Angeles and, after a short the grand jury, which returned the were in Gallup, and as a street runs disbarment of Judge Richard H. Han-n- o
rest proceeded on ta. Farmington and indictments, recommended legislative on both north and south sides, the
of Albucraeraue. former chief Iub.
strange combination of "noree" evils.
"The whole railroad proposition mancos, uoio., ior an outing and fish- investigation or the league since An
tice of that bench, according to Judge
lenae and firey implee, lies in the
can
forces
claim
that
their
Mcrespective David J. Leahy of the fourth fudiell
must be gone over again," said
ing in the mountain sections of west- derson took its helm in 1914.
city hall where thouaana of persona
Three indictments, two charging offices face main street, thus pleating district of this state who late SaturAdoo, "and some day we shall arrive ern Colorado.
Dempsey announced
today viewed it.
he was due in New York by Au- grand larceny in hte first degree and all hands approaching from the day afternoon suspended Judge HenAlways heavily guarded, as part of at an intelligent and wise solution, that
hii military strategy, learned in a which shall be fair alike to the people, gust 1 to take up training for the an- one xorgery in the third degree, were north, Manager Moses and Mr. Sully na from legal practice in the district
for unethical and unprofessional con
Assistant Di- have offices, or
hard school of experience, Villa met labor and the railroad investors. It ticipated coming fight with Firpo, handed down .today.
approaching from duct as an
attorney at law.
death yesterday about eight o'clock in will be solved right, however, only which will probably take place on La strict Attorney Pecora announced the south, Mr. Ross and' clerks have
of
lines
His suspension from practice in
jury also had voted two indictments fices. Oats
the morning on the outskirts 01 rar-ra- l when the people discard partyecono- bor day.
have been planted in the this district of the state will continue)
While in Gallup the Dempsey car charging extortion, and that these
near the Guanajuato bridge. Mig-ue- l and study this greatest of alland in
was put up at the Beddow Buick would be filed next Wednesday.
grounds so that something green will until the state supreme court acta
Trillo. Villa's secretary awl. Ros mic problems" independently
.
Company.
upon the charge of misconduct. Han- Anderson, on hand when the indict give life to the surroundings.
alto'Morales, one body gacJf snd'pne telligently."
was reared in southwest ments were handed down, pleaded not '
McAdoo declared the habit of divi
Dempsey
na, it was charged, made addresses at
not
boen
name
whose
has
bystander
And
the
don't
for
swimming
pool
an
Colorado
and is familiar with the guilty before his counsel, Former
ern
sion along party lines whenever
mass meetings held in honor of his
learned, also were killed. One Villa economic
the
should
swimming pool.' Gallup
Governor Charles S. Whitman, could get
problem presents itself is country and the roads.
client, Carl C. Maeee, Albuaueraue
.T guard was wounded.
;
He spent the dav visitine- nointa of speak. After the dry crusader had have a swimming pool, and when editor, recently tried for libel and condeplorable.
SIXTEEN BULLETS PIERCE
"No partisan political formula can interest about Gallup. As a guest of been released in $5000 bail he issued Manager Moses saw the need of a tempt of court here, and it is alleged
BODY OF CHIEFTAIN solve an economic problem," he said. Superintendent Horace" Moses of the through his publicity department a
swimming pool for Gamerco, it didn't assailed the court and its officers.
to get votes." "
Gallup American Coal company he long statement which began:
The attacking band totalled seven 'These are only
LEAHY ASSAILS KLAN
take
him long to decide. For this
He referred to the fight on the fed visited the large shaft at Gamerco.
"I shall wear as a medal of honthe bandits unlucky number. The eral reserve
at
pool
Gamerco,
every"un
of
an
swimming
as
a
aft
or
and
service
example
Judge Leahy in rendering his opinbadge by indictment
assailants were afoot while Pancho's reasonable and irrational"
especially the young folks and ion in the suspension of Judge Hanna
partisan ARRIVES AT DURANGO
for political purposes by the most body,
men were mounted, leaving Parral on
VISITS SISTER'S GRAVE corrupt and powerful wet political or- the kiddies, have to thank Mr. Moses. reviewed the principle of the Amerito a purely economic mea
y
No finer sport than the art of swim can bar in
journey to his ranch opposition
sure vital to the nation.
DURANGO,
regard to professional
Colo., July 22. Cham- ganization in the world as a part of
I
at Canutillo, Durango.
McAdoo left last night for Los An pion Jack Dempsey arrived in Dur- the Tammany conspiracy to put the ming, and certainly no other sport so ethics and at one point assailed the
.' A dozen bullets pierced Pancho's
to
beneficial
health.
.
Ku Klux Klan, which organization he
geles.
ango in his automobile this morning nullification Governor of New York
body and four crashed through his
o
claimed had attacked him for presiden route to Antonio. He expects to State in the White House in defiance
' head. Six shots foand their mark in
ing at the bench. Judge Leahy stat
spend the next few days in the San of the conscience and character of the
Trillo.
.,,
ed that he belonged to the Catholic
Luis valley fishing, and says he will Nation." '.
.
,
The assassins fled to the river bed
.
faith and "that he owed that church
return to JJurango late in the week The first grand larceny indictment
and sped off on horses, which had
Revolution and loaf for a day or two.
religious allegiance but no political
charged that Anderson feloniously ob
been hidden in the river bed near the
either to the pope or the
The champion is well known in tained $4578 from the league' in
allegiance
24th
was
"Pioneer
the
July
comDay."
E.
.General
Martinet,
Bridge.
--.,
The
church."
unknown members ox
some of his first fights March, 1921.
as
MorDurango
time
the
to
celebrate
of
100
landing
federal
Dominic Rollie returned Tuesday were
manding a detachment of
"invisible empire," however, felt
the
on
here
back
the
in
second
indictmons
in
put
The
the
a
early
Utah
grand
valley.
larceny
Ramah,
attackfrom his trip to Atlanta, Ga.. Miami,
soldiers, captured three of the
of his career when he was glad ment alleged be feloniously obtained prosperous Mormon colony, staged a otherwise, he declared, and he had re
ing seven, late yesterday a short dis- Fla., and Havana, Cuba. Mr. Rollie days
to
$10 or $15 for a bout. Dem- $1750 on Feb. 8, 1921.
two days celebration, 24th and 25th. ceived a half dozen threating letters
get
tance from here. General Msrtines, attended the Elks' Convention at At
klans-me- n,
looks
be
in
to
and
The second day was in honor of In- during the trial of Magee from
set
forth
The
indictment
psey
shape
great
forgery
who hurried here from Chichuahua lanta and reports having a most en
hun
was
a
that
not
he
be
declaring
for
that
opponent
may
to
any
ready
Indian
ordered
he
and
had falsely
$4400
that
dians,
sports were
many
is joyable time, and the Convention reCity for personal investigation,
American and had no
selected for him. He said today that be entered in the league's books in enjoyed.
Many people from Gallup dred per cent the
holding the men, acting under orders sulted in many constructive accom- he has heard
trial of an Amerinothing definite about a March, 1921, as the hotel and travel- and other neighboring towns attended right to sit at
Tha gener- plishments.
from President Obregon.
He intimated in this part of his
match with Luis Angel Firpo.
ing expenses of O. Bertsall Phillips, a and all report a most enjoyable time, can.
al said the assassins used 0 rifles.
At Miami. Fla., Mr. Rollie saw a
opinion, that Msgee's articles had
o
Today the champion met a number
Military detachments have left Jim-In- revelation in the way the visitors to of old friends and also visited the collector of the league.
been written for just the class of peoFarmer
true
is
it
that
says
Jerry
Allende
trail
to
Valle
the
band
de
the
and
city are entertained a fine
about the "Ice Cave" being located ple who form the membership of the
grave of his sister. Her coffin was
murderers.
continuously. People with money-flocremoved
from
the
general
some nineteen miles south of Inscrip- Ku Klux Klan.
recently
. Federal troops today had gone' to to Miami every summer and as these
ceme
Greenmount
at
burial
grounds
Rock. We had thought that
tion
ATTACK ON JUDICIARY
Canutillo, in anticipation of possible wealthy people make a great asset to
Leo
tery to the Elks plot She died Here
Evon Z. Vogt was more than satisSays
disorders at the Villa ranch. Affairs the city, everything possible is done January-14,
1910.
Judge Hanna, nevertheless, was
fied with the wonders of Inscription
affecting Villa's estate admittedly are for their pleasure and entertainment
absolved. by Judge Leahy
completely
o
;
it
Mr.
has
seems
that
Vogt
Leo Leaden., under sheriff, .has Rock, but
nixed, and even some supposition is At Havana, Cuba, Mr. Route found
opinion of actuating these
no limit to his admiration for won- inv . his
.
L.
ranch
il
mere
that
Ji i,
here
the
made
minute
oi
bands
every
with
plainer
of
the
may
openly
found the partinir
ways"
ders-ncomes the discovery of the
RESULTS
revert to the state.
the day and at night, free beer and
numerous dogs, and says that he will Ice ow
Hanna s speeches
declared
that'.he
Cave." Probbaly the Win
Three theories are advanced by of free lunches, and everything to enkill dogs running loose, or that have
have Caused indirectly some of the in- ficers here in investigation. One is tertain visitors.
no tax tag; Mr. Leaden says that cave has been accumulating for many timidations which he had received.
ever
TRADE
the
last
volcan
since
centuries,
on
F0.1QGN
Rollie
Villa's
from
of
tell
The boys
it
that deserters
guard
Gallup
dogs have become a serious nuisance ic blow out in that
Judge Leahy declared that in the case
vicinity.
The other that the reason he wouldn't stay but
committed the killings.
in Gallup, that often so many dogs
against Judge Hanna he felt it was
two days in Havana was because that
is that of revenge.
will chase cars that the drivers, in an
an atatck on the institution of the
he couldnt start a revolution. . The FISCAL YEAR ENDS WITH effort to prevent runmg over dogs,
He stated that the group of
HERRERA WORST ENEMY-Haul
Hooch
judiciary.
Big
Rollie found good
who had brought the charge
FIGURES TO SHOW PRO- barely miss running into other cars.
lawyers
Villa, the mountain man with the bovs reason that if
Leaden says that some parts of
Imusic, free beer and free lunches run
of misconduct felt that it was such
TECTIVE TARIFF ACCOM Mr.
ability to ride, shoot and sweat, with
town have so many dogs that one can
open day and nignt, mat
a breach of professional ethics that,
a peculiar complex, the great weak- ning wide was
PLISHMENTS FOR U. S.
radically wrong by his
hardly drive a car without running
the "matter should be brought into ..
ness of which was an uncontrollable something
down a clue, Sheriff My- court and if he was suspended in this
after
over them, and that the barking of
only two day3,
Running
coming
away
enemies
had
probably
temper
many
Leo district the state supreme court could
must have failed in startiby Under-sherif-f
WASHINGTON. July 25. Regain doge both day and night is a nuisance. ers, accompanied
hundreds of men had sworn to take therefore he
on that lovely island.
Leaden, closed in on Gonralo Devora, render a decision of approval or dis- - '
are
worthless
there
That
dogs
many
the
in
favorable
balance
trade
his life and according to his friends ng a revolution
ing
15
was June
the United States closed the fis- In Gallun Groea Without contradiction. near the old cemetery, and found
approval of such conduct
ha had no enemy so bitter as Fran- - Anyway, Mr. Rollie says that it
be- gallons of hooch, 100 gallons of mash
not
Constitutional
in
of
these
df
violation
worthless
and
any
dogs
many
"If the client has the right to try
1923
cal
cause.
with
hot
more
without
And
elio Herrera.
year
$177,000,000
Mr.
stove.
on
the
amendment to "put your foot on the exports than imports. The tremen- long to families that are hardly able and a still
Myers hi scase before the public, assisted by
Villa is aaid to have practically exof
Devora's house his counsel," declared Judge Leahy,
stepped to the door
rail, and help yourself, and as dous reversal in trade recorded in to feed and clothe themselves.
terminated the Herrera family, prom- brass
Leaden says: "Tax tag your dogs and asked if he could get some white "the highest tribunal of the nation
Maclovio Herrera, he found Castilian chatter so much June has left the opponents of the
inent in Mexco.
told the sheriff that should sanction such an action. If
different from Gallup lingo, he decid
tariff law speech- and keep them tied up, or he will kill mule, and Devora not
general over the left wing of Villa's ed it was no
he had plenty,
recognizing the such a ruling is propounded, there
place to even attempt a less with amazement, and goes far to- them as fast as he finds them."
1914 army, was mysteriously murdero
sheriff. This is the third time Devora will be a new era in the judicial sysrevolution t h e people were happy ward justifying the prediction of the
ed. Melcher, another general, his
has been arrested for bootlegging, and tem of which we will not be too
and contented and don't need any rev Federal Reserve Board some time
ago Dempsey-Firp-o
brother, Jose de La Luz Herrera; his olution
Mr. Myers will turn him over to the proud."
need to be left
they
just
domestic
when
were
had
a
that
and
consumption
Herrera,
father
younger
Federal authorities.
alone."
been somewhat assuaged we would
Up
executed ton Easter morning in 1915
O
buck
our
sales.
The
to
a
were
Parral
again
led
up
foreign
when they
graveVERY RESPECTABLE
Board made this assertion after a XTTTTO VnSV Tl OR 1V T.'.V
New
yard. Francisco, the only male memof
careful
the
situation
trade
analysis
ber of the family left, is a govern
ard announced late today that he had
and in the face of the large adverse definitely signed Champion
Jack
ment official at Gomez Palacio, DurWind Blows
HOOCH DII&1KERS
balances
of March, April, and May. Dempsey and Luis Angel Firpo of Arango, not far from here.
the
fiscal year ended with June gentina, for a bout for the world's The New
For
Today, once more Villa became a
is
Menace, a paper that
WASHINGTON,
front page story, which position he
July 23. A re- exports from the United State to- heavyweight title. The bout will be
sole purpose of
for
He quest for authority to construct an taled $3,966,000,000, compared with held in the United States soon, on a published the K. the
had often emphatically declined.
K. K. and defaming ELECT OF SOCIETY MAY
boosting
also said he never wanted his picture extensive new railroad system in Tex $3,771,000,000 for the previous fiscal date yet to be selected.
CLAIM THEIR "RESPECthe Roman Catholic church and its
as and New Mexico, was filed today year. Imports totaled $3,789,000,000,
o
before an American audience.
ABOVE PROmembership, is backing Magee in his
TABILITY"
comwith
Commerce
$2,608,000,000
with
Interstate
compared
for
the
FITS OF FURIOUS RAGE
attacks on the integrity of the courts
Mrs.
LAWS
HIBITION
of
a
a
and
with
Panhandle
the
mission
1922,
$1481,000,000
gain
Texas,
by
Too fiery temper is attributed his
of this state.
Gulf railroad.
protective tariff in operation during
The following is an extract from
downfall, and the boy in the Sierra
of
nine
For
months
the
build
the
a
to
The
year.
company proposes
CHICAGO, July 23. The names of
The Menace of July 28
Madres of western Chihuahua who
Dimof
to
month
to
amounted
N.
June
M.,
line from Tucumcari,
exports
C. Magee, in trying to bust Chicago's social elect to back up its
"Carl
grew to be the most notorious figure mit, Texas, a distance of 803 miles, to $329,000,000, or $13,000,000 more than
The
WASHINGTON, July 25
what he calls the political ring in San claim for respectability, failed today
in all Mexico, then admitted this
have been appointed acting
acquire an existing 100 mile railroad in May. Exports jn June 1922 totalweakness. From a sane man, laughing from
Miguel count, New Mexico, has edited to save De Jonghe's hotel and restauin
ed
$335,000,000. Imports for June postmasters, effective July 28:
Seymour to Salesville, both
t
Tribune most fear- rant from the Federal injunction orthe
joking with his friends, his eyes Texas, which is now operated by the totaled $328,000,000 $44,000,000 less
New Mexico: Marie J. O'Bryan, lesslyAlbuquerque
attacked
certain court deci- dering its doors closed for a year.
and
would become bloodshot, he would
'
A prohibition agent, posing as a
Gulf, Texas and Western Railroad than in May while imports for June Santa Fe.
he
claimed
sions
which
were rendered
tones
several
voice
his
higher
pitch
company, and to construct an addi- 1922 totaled $260,000,000.
Bostonian, introduced h i m s e 1 f t o
For
in obedience to ring dictation.
and would pull his pistol and fire at tional
new line from Perin to Fort
T. Hickey, the manager of De
The entire foreign trade situation no section more
the slightest provocation.
sincerely tnan the this he has been hauled in to Judge James
both in Texas, a distance of seems to have centered on our im- South where a number
of powerful Leahy's court and found guilty of con- Jonghe's, himself a native of Boston.
A friend of the poor, this Robin Worth,
e
67 miles.
materials organizations are already hard at tempt of court on four counts and In turn he was introduced to the head -ports of raw and
Hood would capture a town, open
N6 estimates of cost were made. It which have been exceedingly heavy work to insure
sentenced to jail and a fine. But the waiter and then to another waiter and
to
leave
long life to the law.
help was said that when completed the since the
stores, give people
of the Republican The law's operations
have utterly governor immediately granted full thus was able to purchase three pints
themselves, and pour money upon new line would furnish a railroad tariff law, passage
although there has been a befuddled the Democratic party. Un pardon. Magee promises to continue of liquor. The resulting raid disthem.
route between Tucumcari and Fort marked increase as well in the impor- able to understand
store of fine liquors
why it has lailed his attacks on the ring. Hurrah for closed a large
Dead, is he who lived by the pis- Worth.
tation of manufactured goods, show-in- bo signally to support
and brought Government action or'
their pet the free press!"
tol, and also died by it, but in the
O
;,
o
conclusively that the tariff was theories, they are now resorting to
dering it to close for a year.
hearts of the superstitious poor peonot prohibitive, as has repeatedly imaginary statistics to take the place
Mrs. Edith Rockefeller McCormick,
C.
ple of Mexico, the magic name of Two
been alleged by its opponents. So soon of argument turned against them. In
Mrs. Potter Palmer, Justice Owen
"Villa" will go on living as half saint,
as the law was passed there was a the Congressional campaign of last
Cartwright of the Illinois Supreme
for
,
half devil.
decided spurt in industry, and a rap- year they asserted the law was costCourt and other social notables of
His at this time problematical place
developing purchasing power of ing the American people at least
idly
Chicago were named as regular patin Mexican history remains to be
A benefit dance, or two benefit domestic consumers who,
DETROIT, Mich., July 25. Twelve rons by the hotel owners in their lerebounding
before
Shortly
annually.
with violat gal effort to show that the place was
written.
dance, will be given by the Knights from the last lean years of Demo- the
of the measure they put hundred persons charged
lawsconstituti- "respectable."
of Columbus on August 4, one at City cratic control, hastened to avail them- the passage
in ing Detroit's traffic in court
sum
at
$4,000,000,000.
Along
Club, and one at Kitchen opera house. selves of renewed prosperity and to
ng the largest docket
history
The restaurant, known for its epthey dropped to $1,250,000,-00- here faced
These dances are for the benefit of administer to wants long held in abe- January
city judges today. Eight icurean dishes, was founded by four
And now they are back again to
the accused are charged
hundred
of
St. Anthony Orphanage, Albuquerque. yance by hardship. Henceforth it is
brothers, all Belgian chefs, thirty
$4,000,000,000 as the cost, without a
Docket
o
,
confidently predicted, we will glide scintilla of evidence to support their with speeding.
years ago.
he
announced
Faust
John
0
along at an even rate of progress on statements. But even at that they are Judge
Geo.
the
until
on
bench
the
would
remain
the plane of normalcy.
July 23 Ruby Sojat, charged with
'
finding the tariff to be an embarass-in- g docket was cleaned and he expected
beine drunk, fined S25 and costs. Ar
The first nine months operation of
subject to catch votes, and are to be kept busy until midnight.
accom-'
Marshal
made
rest,
by
the
Digga,
tariff law turning to other issues. Labor is
o
Now Out-la- w
Geo. W. Fowler, recently with the have fully vindicated the measure and everywhere employed at high wages.
vpanied by Officers Silva and McGraw.
July 24 Manuella Sandoval, charg- Gallup National Bank, is now on a competely dispelled the gloomy fore- f actories are humming. The larm-er'- s Lincoln's
v'i(X,
ed with having liquor in possession vacation, and will visit in Cincinnati. bodings of its enemies. As a revenue
SOMERSET. Ky July 25. L, H.
condition, while not yet the best,
fined 60 days in jail, suspended senlaces in Kentucky, Florida and New producer it has exceeded the fondest is gradually improving. The foreignSheenan, 26, a former federal narco8
tence. Arrest by Jennings and Poe.
irleans. Before leaving Mr. Fowler hopes of even its supporters. No less er still $nds a big market in this
tic inspector of El Paso, Tex., was
POTTSVTLLE, Pa., July 25.-J- ohn
July 24 Fred Alvarado, bootleg- stated to The Gallup Herald that he than $562,000,000 tinkled into the till country. The customs revenues are
arrested in a hotel here today when
of the Schultz. who because of his unusual narcotics valued at about llSO wee
ging, fined 60 days in jail. 'Arrest had no intention of locating in Texas, of the U. S. Treasury during 1923, yielding more than
as had ben reported, but expected to contributed by customs, and of this money needed to run the government height, 6 feet 6 inches, was selected found in his possession. Lis wi's
by Jennings and Poe.
O
locate in Gallup. On his return from sum nearly $450,000,000 was produc- and pay off Democratic commitments. ly President Abraham Lincoln to also was arrested. Eaeehan acr t
,
his vacation he will then prospect In ed by the new tariff. Tha law has The Republican tariff has ballasted stand beside urn wnen ne revewea ue ted. according to
, The new offices of W. II, Collin
po"ce, t- -t It
are Bearing completion, loettzi one Gallup, and expect to make this been endorsed by all sections of tha the Ship of State and she is running northern troops at the dose of tbe had ts&z&d ta dVuVcr t-ta
door north of tike new C.
Civil War, is dead at his hm hart. persona in Somerset .
Ocas. city his future home.
country, tad, marvelous to relate, by on an even keel.
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Joe Brock who wen the booby prise.
Let to the afternoon let cream,
and letaeewk were crrod. Hie guests
C. H. ror-- .
present were: Ff-fifn- ti
sytfee, Tom Wilson. John Irick. Bun-Bard, Heary Anderson, Boh Roberto,
Fred Baxter Jr, Chalmers Loerh-ridre,-Brack, Ueua Towbridf,
Wm. Kisnsey. L-- W. Irick. Horace
liases and F. B. Uaple of Gallup,
and the Kisses ef Barnham of Dan-v-er
and Ruth Koep of Minnesota. .
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three years and are the odr Aissriean tires to trb tha
ths claims of Ecrcpse

Frencn Grand Prix Road Race

hit

duties at the warehouse
plewint vacation (pent
i aiiierem poin to w
Thm malta denartment of the Gsllup
American Coal company are now located, in their new quarters at Gam- -

vrj-rzz-

erco.
Sirs. BODCn LiOgan. OI uanwreu,
who has been quite iU for the past
few weeks, was a Gallup visitor nav
urday.
The Gallon office force heralded
- smS'ISDAT
their arrival at Gsmsrco Saturday
Mrs: J. E. Haaes ala eatertained in morning, by a dip in the swimming
honor of her litis daochtor. Zalla'a pool, Kiss jean xaywr leaaug we
sixth birthday, the fbfiewinf russts force as
"Fancy swimmer."
wen present: Isabel King of Crewn
The aehnol boas takss the Gibson
Point. Jeha Otter. Lawreaea Kim. children down to Sunday School at
sey, Jisa Toa-wtRally Brewis,
every Sunday morning.
w. Irick, Oal. Gallup
eewy
"Bob" Roberto left for Jemes
ssers Lotrkie. Erie Haass. SaaaU
Sorbin for a months outing. While
lTowncMxa, Lek Trowftrtizs aad Ed there Mr. Roberto will take a course
(Herald Correspondence)
ef baths, for the benefit ef his health,
ptajmsr rnmmm. ainr wnica lea eraam
ex use,
cake, and losmonade wen served to the which has been quite poor
Mrs. Pearl Hamilton
her bra.
0. H. Bonnie has returned from his ther ef 8eetttA Wash.,andwho
utoe guaata.
wars
fishing trip spent in the Southern formerly of this
country came to
state.
the
GITS3T EOU83 KESTDfG
ef
part
Bamah from Los Annies. Calif- - in
Miss Keera. who has been visiting their automobile. .
They will live on
Tne tosses of Gibson eaUed a mast.
her sitoer, Mrs. Earl Teod at Gsmsr Mrs. Hamiltons' ranch eight milaa
mg at tne Guest Hooaa and arcanicad co.
home in Minne from here for a month and then
a dnb, which will be a dvie and sodal sota returned to her
they
Thursday. will return to their heme in Califor
dob, and wiU meet the first and third
'
is
who
Miss
nia.
Naomi Long,
attending
wednsedays sf each month. Mrs. Joe
A baby girl was born to Mr. and
Albuouerque,
Bradley was elected chairman, and Business College
the followfaur ladies enrolled aa mem. spent the week end with relatives and Mrs. Hubert Merrill, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joy Davis moved into
bers: Masdames L M. Kuhns. Ghas. friends, . returning to Albuquerque'
town Thusrday. They have been liv
neuie, Kooert Denaard. Dr. Wash. Monday.
Mrs. Anna Nolan Clark has been ing out at the branch store of C. H.
burn, Ge. Gardenr, Roy Woods,
Bachelor of Pedagogy Reiser's where Joy Davis has been
uuiaa Wilson, rreston Heim, James granted
Brown, Withers, Joe Bradley, L Degree from the State Normal, where running the Indian Trading Store for
Lane, Hurhie Whiteman and Miaa she finished her Normal course this two years.
Louie Kelsey while at play
Mrs. Clark will teach sec
Myrtle BeU. The first meetinr will summer.
fell twenty five feet off of a
be held at Gibson Hospital Mrs. Dr. ond grade in Gallup, this coming
injuring his hip quite badly, which
Washburn and Miss Myrtle BeU will school year.
him to his bed for several
be the hostesses.
Miss Evelyn Neuman writes that confined
.
v
she will be in Gamerco as soon as she days.
The sixteenth of July was a big day
LOT OF TEACHERS
finishes her Normal course at Flag
out
for the Indians and
Following is a list f teachers who staff. Miss Neuman taught at Alli- at Willard Ascroft's store. There was'
will teach in the schools of Gamercb, son Isst year. She comes highly rec a saddle race, foot race three legged
Navajo, and Gibson this coming ommended as a teacher of intermed race, shoe race and horses, relay race
iate grades!
school year.
i
on foot, greased pig and a chicken
' Cesser co
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Nolan, Mr. and
pull. A big dance for the Americans
Miss Helen Smauey Mrs. Ed Boumer and their house at; night, music furnished by Tom
Primary
First and Second Grades
guests, Mrs. Davidson, of Oklahoma, Fallon and Mrs. Fallon. . Jim Jackson
Mrs. Henrs Brock and Mrs. Roberson of Hubbard, Tex- and George Ryan were police officers
as, returned Saturday from a plea- of the day. The announcers were Roy
Third, Fourth and Fifth
Miss Evelvn Neuman sant sight- - seeing trip spent at the Adair and the Tori Chief Jess John
Seventh and Eight
urana uanyon.
son, Indian agent, Was the starter of
Miss Roth Broadhead
Mr. and Mrs. Dan King, of Crown the races. The Judge was George
Navaie
.
Point, spent the week end at the home Adair.
Mrs. E. C. Friend of L. W. Irick in Gamerco.
Primary
Mr. Claude T. Smith left Saturday
.
Mmm
first and Second
T
for El Paao. Texas, where he will at
t .ro
nr:i..
WHl1"!.usw?
Harvev McMnllen!.
...Mrs;
tend
the summer training camp for
v
nome
ner
oio
in
:55
ai
ThirA
.
two weeks.
S.Uk
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Neilson were in
Miss Fowler, of Crown Point, was
(New York Tribune)
Gibsen
Gallup
Thursday on business.
John D. Rockefeller, the first Am- Kindergarten
at the home of Miss Myrtle
Mrs. Carl Nolan f" over s
Bond returned to Ram- erican tlD effect mamun
mrner
uam
oian
8U(er
at
Miss
Selma
Graff
Primary
months visit in Rutah
several
after
fa manufacture by
'
Miss Claude Bolin , BIW
quantity nrodue- - First and Second
land, New Mexico.
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John D. Rockefeller
And Henry Ford
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THE SOONER THE BETTER

(ALBUQUERQUE HERALD EDITORIAL)
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st,

has a scrap of evidence to sustain it,
he should summon the legislature as
court of impeachment without delay.
But he should be manly enough to
stand for "equal rights for all; special;
courts for none": and he should in
in the fourth judicial district clude in his summons and submission
court of this state and that the pro- to the assembly his own plain viola
ceeding in that court in Magee's case tion 01 tne constitution, for trial
wti a "blot upon the fair name of there.
Hew Mexico and the good people
If Governor Hinkle does not be
lieve his charge against Juace Leahv.
thereof."
Thus Governor Hinkle not only con. or 11 ne nas no prooz to sustain his
stituted himself a special court for!Jarge and his aproval of defiance of
the trial of Magee and the democratic!"18. uthonty of the courts,
party naner. but he charared the
gulsrly constituted court with corrupUP TO H INKLE
Governor Hinkle, in the Wanket
pardon by which he auspended the
courts for the protection of Carl Ma-fe- e
and the democratic organ, charged that a "persecution" had been

s.

.

tion on a gigantic scale, has never Third, Fourth and Fifth
Ottis Swimford (lady LmDersona- ueen a popular iigure,
was a guest of Mr. Louie Kuhns,
despite his
torj
many and varied benefactions. No Sixth, Seventh and Eight
tne tuwanis luncheon Thursday.
at
..
IIOTES
man has riven mom nn,
Mrs. Edith Quinn - suss Kooerta nttman, who u a
than
Mr.
Rockefeller.
Ma
Mrs. Edith Hanes succeeds Mrs. student at the teachers Normal in
nhii.nfh.
. .
"
,
,
THMWUIUIir
( Herald Correspondence)
wisely or brought Grace Ames as Principal,
.n"
Flagstaff, came up Friday to visit
such excellent results with the nome loiks, returning Monday morn
money he Has distributed.
Perhaps a few lines from this place
' CHILDREN'S PARTY
ing.
I
Sinro Mr Rnt..iiu
would be of interest to some of your
Ottis
Nora
Miss
Lasiter
many readers. Whitewater is a sub- portent, in theTi taduVtryTMt"
?Ve 'L de,ihtful and a. Spencer,
K. Deibenderfer motored to burb of Galllup and is situated some
afternoon, it
propaganda has been at
the Third birthday of her little
Saturday evening, with Dr, twenty miles south of said city.
public opinion against him ,
so.n jMePn Francis Jr. A beautiful and Mrs. Gos.in of GaUup, attending
We have a prosperous and a pro
gsnda which until venr Utelw
!
witn three candles, was.." nance at inat point
highly successful It wa.
mn.Iil,?lnna
people who are bringing
gressive
tebe. the ol- - Mr. and Mrs. Hank Anderson left things to pass.
'
partly of yellow newspapers and nrt.l,,he .center P,ec for
lowing .guests were present Wilson Sunday for their home near Los An- - We have one of the best Sunday
ly of small nroducen rfm m
tion.
want to see big production
Pitts, Igeles, California. They have been vis-o- Schools in our part of the State. Also,
M'u oma. Hf"6!. Hy-e- n
Bradley, the mother, iting Mrs. Anderson's mother, Mrs. we have preaching, each Sunday by
of business. Yet the RoXfXr J?ph Frn
If Governor Hinkle is right in this
a
i
ei. war
i
nr.- m
chaperoned the party.
the
matter, or if he believed himself
irowonage. nr. Anaerson three different ministers, all of whom
Moonshiners . methods are
used to be assissnt general sunerin- - are one hundred per cent Christian
And their ,mni.n...
right, his lawful course and the only
D- - Roberts of Gamerco
not now injure the popularity of indi.
course open to him under the constiOur literary school will
is acting tendent at Santa Rita so has many gentlemen.
tution he is sworn to uphold, was to
viauais who have followed his exam. CMeI . tue uuards durmg'the ab-- iriBiiuit 4n me uauup American vxtai be one of 'the best.
KNOXVILLE. Tenn.. July 25
sence oi lus hrother "Bob" Roberts. Co.
We also have a Famers Union
summon a session of the legislature!
The Rev. James Hale, Baptists min--, pie;A mmS.WI
.
I
. .
.
BI
a.
as court of impeachment for the ister, was shot and killed
that is second to none; ofMrs. Claud Bolin has removed from
utue ttaughter
niiuaow instance or thU is Henn xne
ol Mr. and Mrs.
near
Ford
HnnfaP- nrliA haa a.
trial of Judge Leahy. He did not do
- m. uuiar
ill Navajo to Gallup.
Ru
.L.:i
...
late yesterday, according to r ord. Mr.
- --hniMn
- bv
Her
husband is ficered by the best talent in any
.
i.ot
r.
u,
"w
iy
In addition to all this
that He constituted himself not only a telephone report received here this
wmcn proauce automobiles
employed in Gallup. She will drive neighborhood.
reporteo as oemg much better,
a court of Impeachment in the case of afternoon. He was murdered while
nufacture can Garret Whiteman had the inisfor back and forth to her school work in j we have some splendid knockers; but
?."!! "? .ther
.
this judge, but he constituted himself sitting on the bank of a creek fishing. neck avi omv naa miiu nnmn.;: ia.
Gibson.
they are being rapidly knocked out.
l . u j
'
We are to have a Sunday School pic"
special court for the trial and fin- The theory has been advanced that impossible but has niled un a vaat v.
D.
S.
McCasekill.
of
the
Gibson
T.
..'Tlltune-eres- ter.
Ior.
nic soon, to which all the world is inal determination of Magee's cases.
m.
JZZ. j
h. u,.. .ui
' w.
noi injurea oeyona store force, is the proud posessor of a vited.1.. "
ir-- .
than
Thus the governor has violated his ;nas ,oeen
if
- VI
nI.w
new
brand
a
Ford Coune. just biar
m- - F'JT u
active in trying to break
lew scratcnes and bruisee..
.
,.,
We boast of having the prettiest
oath of office and the constitution
ior two.
J.?
up the illicit liquor traffic in Union 'foiu,'
Mive.r
that oath bound him to unhold.
. a enougn
I-- II
girls and ugliest boys to he found
vtaf ImiM
If
kt. ..--- ""ws ana
Jesse Ruasel, of Mentmore, was a anywhere.
If Governor Hinkle believes his county, Seven arrests have been am nn l.fi,..i
reor Arizona. They are
meaicai
iamiiy,
Come and see for yourselves.
guest at the Gibson Hotel Sunday.
charge against Judge Leahy, or if he! made.
where.they wiU visit Mrs. Claude Ward, of
was
a
Gallup,
"
wnmnri parents.'
lor studying the needa nf tha M-.
of Mrs. Wm. Porter Monday; in
a
xrom
mrs. guest
.
an th.f th- - . ...
the afternoon they motored over to Across
USUI. the
where it wiU do the most good.
go
swimming pool at No. 6.
that"".her father is much better!
..
ne.' as much aaw mu
u- -. v
Aiuiougn
E. G. Allen, post office inspector of
i
.
naa
t . .
Deatn
n.iniuifui wiiu
rnnrin.
cold, is on Denver, made the Gibson postmis
SANTA FE. July 23. A oaved
Z.TiZZZZZTt
contributor t .,iiaa.. VI
mifineenng onice, tress a call Friday.
military highwav from the Atlantic to
laKUOlCaU
schools of any institutions of learn
the Pacific, a great trunk line which
will cross New Mexico from east to
ing.
for
New
Yet in some mysterious fashion the
west, is - the future object of the
idea hos got abroad that Mr VnrA
United States Good Roada asancia- 1-Deliveries
15
is me inend of the people and Mr.
tion, according to Director M. L. Fox
of the
Rockefeller is merely a monopolist.
of com- chamber
CHICAGO, July 28. From June 1 man.. Albuquerque
1
I
1
!
Mr. Rockefeller could establish by the CHICAGO. Jul V 23. AiwnrHin.
It...
to
i
June 15 this yosr 4,934 new freight to Atlantic
reuurui inan ne
nas - reairy been' a the American Rairwav AaaAoJaHAn
to
in
City
early
August
were piacea in service by the attend a conference
friend of the people. And if the read. the plans of the railroads to meet aU
of leaders in the
er wants testimony to aiutain th demands upon them this fall are be- railroads of the country. This brought work) of the association, especially
ing carried out. aa ia vidnrii kr th. wc wm u uni ic r oi new freight cars Senator Townsend.
charge that Mr. Ford is a monopolist fact
The latter, ,acthat from April 15 to Juno 8 placed in service since January 1. cording to Fox, believes
ne neeu merely seeg to establish a
that federmore
Ml
man
M
U,
al aid for state roada will he diaenn.
IU,00b
cheap automobile factory, in this were delivered ,wo empty box cars
A
total
143
of
new
in
locomotives tinued when the
Chicago and St.
country.
present law expires,
Louis to western roads bv
and were aiso oeuverea and placed in ser- uniess
It is a curious commentary on the southern
and state concongressional
vice
15
the
first
roads. This movement to the
during
days in June, ventions and other rnnraaAntatlva
observation of the average citizen
which
was
west
made at the same time that
brought the total number of bodies pass vigorous resolutions to
that of two men, one who makes gasoline cheap iand the other of whom a very heavy movement was haW new locomotives delivered since Jan show the popular demand for
makes cars cheap, one is now urired made from the states to PannHn n uary 1, 1923, to 1.840.
Of the total number of new freight
Fox says a big memberehin drive is
as a Presidential candidate and the oox cars or states ownership and the
cars delivered by car builders to the
ox Canadian owned cars in ancontemplated in 32 states of the south
other, even if he had Presidential am return
6f the Canadian Brain railroads, new box cars numbered
and west with this in view. These
bitions, would not even get a third ticipation
new refrigerator cars, 8,406, and States-hav- e
movement
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING
309 of the 4.1S members
nomination.
party
'
of the house-o- f
The number of cars sent westward new coai cars, zo,io i. .
rVABO
Pprhana If- Mr VnrA
ha.
wo- AUTOMOBILE CURTAINS
representatives, and
wa ra.tln
gwq
The
railroads
15
on
hnH
also
June
j
64
out of the 96 senators. It is necfore the people as a candidate he will through Chicago and St. Louis to be on
and
order
104.AND
delivery
;
essary to organize these states as a
try at this late hour to prove that he Fea(1y ,for tne Tam movement has 068 new freightawaiting
cars, while they also unit, it is declared, to narnafamta the
is their friend by devoting some of his J6 "ose.to 1,000 daily. Ample cars
EVERYTU1NG HADE OP
on
had
order
on
the
same
date, 1,093 federal aid system. "Opposition" said"
great wealth to their interests. If he "eve neon provided ior the movement
' LEATHER AND CANVASS
Fox "comes chiefly from the railrosoW ")
does do thia ha will nlaaaanflv an.-- of the peach cron from GeonHa. new locomotives.
and big taxpayers, and the
started about June 1, and for
prise most of those who have been Pni
CLOSE
FIGURING r
whose federal aid needs will have
movement or cantaloupes from
watching his career from its beginn- - !?'
"Pete is the most close-fiste- d
Cz
the Imperial Valley of California,
tn
chap been suonlied and hn nWt
;
.
ing.
r,
oe taxed for the benefit of other
wmcu is now ana nas oeen m pro-- '1 HIIOW,
-p
JOSEPH N. K. ARTESI, Proprietor
"How sot";
sUtes after the present law expires.
kkua KULEss OF THE LEAGUE
run.
"He held back his nronoaal
Cor.' Coal Armu and Third Stroot
Fears of new wars in the Balkans
tie until the day before her hirtkdavare reported to be unfounded. They The Egyptians, it is
1
Being good ' and : untroiiblesome
CAUUP'S EXCLUSIVE FOOTWEAR STOS
.1
uma.- - gave nor tne
reported, hatch nuJ XI
engagement
are going to carry on the old wars.
75 million chicks a year by
wjnget you a place in history. The
ring m a birthday present?'--IIou- sGasette-Time- s.
Only famous flv in the. wnrM la tha '
tion in brick even houses.
on its Ct otatatot--Kart;or- d
Times
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American Army Cfflosr laid to Have
Pavieed New Alphabet III
The effort to dean w the town and
'
parlor to That In Use,
I in purchased another engine and put premises in a sanitary condition
some
which
will
give a dou'Je has developed
Iterator
very iirtsrcsting
A vista for the extension of comThis engine and gene- information. We have people living
.;ait service.
rator was secured at a very low price in Gallup who use bath tuba for keep- munication by radio, land lines and
"d la practcally new,
Mr. Jonea. ing their coal, some who fill their cables baa been opened with the anVhen installed Gallupuyiwill have a toilets with tin cans, evidently not nouncement of the Invention of a new
ouble unit service instead of a single knowing what a bath tub ia for, nor universal alphabet by MaJ. Gen.George
service, as at present This how to use a toilet. As this clasa of 0. Bquler, the chief algnai officer of the
loaans that in case of break down of people do not read any English paper, army.
one unit there will be an extra unit it is hard to educate them to the needs
The new alphabet, bailed as the
to hook onto and continue service. of sanitation. For this clasa we recadvance In the science of
greatest
in
reof
ommend
dose
down
John
case
for
of
shut
a
Also,
Judge
communication
in many years, Is 2.6ft
of one unit, the second unit will
the
court
only remedy.
times
faster
than
the International
"
0
continue
service.
.
M ready to
Morse code now universally used.. It
'
Is designed to supplsnt the latter,
KSTH0D18T ANNOUNCEMENTS
which was invented eighty years ago.
J. W. Hendrix, Pastor.
The Morse code; General Bquler said,
; Church School, 9:48 A. M.
' Public Worship, 11 A. M. and 8 P. Sheriff Myers has had Arisno Rom- la entirely out of date and unsulted to
IX. ..
and practiced toero up three times for bootlegging. telegraphy aa known
:'
Subject of the morning sermon is to Romero is now in jail for the third day. .....
....
', f
fee: "Christ and Main Street"
. The principle upon which the new al
Mr. Myers will turn Romero
The subject of the evening sermon: time.
over to the Federal authorities with phabet la baled Is that the dots ana
MChrist and the Modern Han."
that Romero may get a better dashes occupy equal lengths of tun
These appear to be very practica hopes
,
as to how the laws should be and no consecutive signals are of the
lesson
subjects. In the morning sermon the obeyed.
same sign, and the Unit of legibility
raster uks and answers some very
.
o
for each letter of the alphabet la prac
fundamental questions in regard to MEN FIGHT ELOODY ,
tically uniform.
what Christ taught as the business
BATTLE FOR HEIRESS
General Banter's other lines of re
rrlnciples upon which a new King- search have .developed results of pro
ann wm to be founded. Or perhaps,
me
save
wholl
found Importance in a technical, non-as L
did Jesus teach
would be prUcal and'succesful in
other nations
The
Fairfax, spectacular way,bla and
scientific
eminence
have
establishing the Kingdom of God
recognised
of. a New York millionaire.
with a bundle of honors and decora'
among men? In as much as this is daughter
one.
exotic
About
an
was
The
setting
would
be
to be the morning theme.it
were several scores of men, the tlons. He Is a fellow of the Physical
splendid idea for the business men her
Society of London and a member of
to attend this service. He gives the "Jntycenter of
TE! the
Royal Institute of Great Britain, a
the
in
Sargasso
. Business Men
a cordial invitation to
treacherous body of water which is Knight Commander of the Order of
be present ,
St. Michael and St. George, and, at
There were some whom Jesus in his perptually covered with seaweed.
A few feet from her stood Capt. home, a member of the National Acaddavs in Galilee looked after and lov
of this emy of Sciences, a Distinguished Serv
edmen who refused to follow him Peter Forbes, the "ruler"
Under a law ice medalist and a frequent winner of
men for whom their age and culture strange community.
he had evolved himself, every the Franklin , medal. New York
had done about all it could men who which
woman
new
arriving in the commun-nrt- y Herald.
which
1
the
of
lived very near
Kingdom
to
had
marry within twenty-fou- r
came
which
he
He came to tell, about
to preach.: ' How about Our Modern defendhours and her selection had to HARM DONE BY LEAFHOPPERS
his prize.
-- "...
.Men?- Capt. Forbes was the huskiest of all
Remember the place: Corner of
giants Small Insects Inflict Immense Damage
Aztec and S. 3rd St. And the hours: the men, most of whom were and
he
in size. He coveted Dorothy
11 A. M. and 8 P. M.
on Vineyards, Greatly Lessening
knew none of his men would dare to
.:
0
Quality of the Fruit
so
he
the
answer
gloated

A.

Jones rtporta that the town
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California's Oldest
Man Dead, 110

;
exulantly. .
Suddenly there was a stir -and a
chalenger appeared in the ring."I'll save you," he told the girl.
The denouement of this unusual sit
uation can be seen in "The Isle of
Lost Ships." a First National attrac
tion produced by M. C Levee and personally directed by Maurice Tourneur.
Rex Theatre this Sunday night, July

Grape leafhoppers. tiny, greenish In
sects always present In greater or lesa
numbers in vineyards, occasionally do
considerable damage to foliage and re
Fun23
ALAMEDA, Calif., July
duce the quality of the fruit, accorderal arrangements are being completing to entomologists at the New York
ed today for James Silvs, 110 years
agricultural experiment atatlon at
old, credited with being the oldest
Geneva. Moat of the damage la done
man in California at the time of his
by overwintering adult Insects which
death yesterday. He was a native of
in the early spring feed largely oa
the Azores, and had lived in this country for half a century. isHe87is surstrawberry and raspberry leaves, alA SUGGESTION
vived by his widow, who
years.
though they are also found, on black
'"My daughter can do anything with
berry, currant, gooseberry, catnip, Virthe
woman
modern
When the
.
piano!"
goes up
bnrdocka, beech and
in the air she doesnt have hysterics. ' "Could she lock it up and drop the ginia creeper, declare the station
sugar
maple,
spe
Nisse
in
the river?" Sendage
She mat makes s new airplane alti key
cialists. Neglected fence rows, brush,
tude record. St. Louis Post Dispatch (Stockholm).
weeds, tall grass, etc., furnish Ideal
winter protection for 'the pests, and
faO00000OO0C0OQ8)CaC8C0000O000COO00000C0000000000ft
vineyards In the neighborhood of such
places usually suffer most from
ALL KINDS OF
Injury. The adults lay their
eggs en the grew vines and the young
hoppers hatch out In large numbers,
usually about the beginning of summer.
SAUSAGE, CURED AND SALTED MEATS
Cleaning np the hibernating places
Is one effective step toward combating
leafhoppers, while very good results
hsve been obtained from spraying over
the young hoppers with nicotine sulphate In water or In bordeaux mixture
leaf-hopp-

CHOICE MEATS AND POULTRY

.'.,

SQUARE DEAL HEAT MARKET

j

SAVE MONEY
-

15c
15c
10c

Canned Corn
Canned Peas
No. 1 Can Tomatoes

iSc

Butter
Fresh Eggs
1 lb. Best Coffee
New Potatoes per lb. -Toilet Soap, per bar
25 lb. Flour
6

Mb.

32c
44c
7c
6c
$1.00
95c

Lard

WE DELIVER

CASH and SERVICE
STORE
NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY

MID-SUMME-

With a Commontr.
; The
marriage of the duke of Tork
and Lady Elisabeth Bowes-Lyowas
Invested with an exceptional degree of
that human nature which makes the
whole world kin and with something
more. It was a noteworthy reminder
of tbe radical contrast between royn

alty Id Great Britain and In some
other lands ; for example, the states of
uermany under the monarchlal regime.
Is one of the latter, Willis Fletcher
Johnson writes In the North American
Review, such a marriage would have
been Impossible; It would have bed to

ROMANCE

Reduced prices on all Summer Goods, and the Stocks
comprise many articles of Millinery Novelties Hand
made Center Pieces, Towels, Guest Towels, Tatting by
Felts,
the Yard, Tatty Baby Caps, New
Soft Felts, and New Goods arriving daily.
Mid-Summ-
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HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

'

paid an extra

i

bonus for every mistake)

they detect in a Miller Tire

We do this for
your protection. We know

or Tube.

.1

it makes them judge each

tire or tube more severely.
They check each step with
infinite care so that you
are assured sound, honest
value every time you buy
a Miller Tire or Tube!
The wisdom of this

OF LOST ATLANTIS

method is proved in

Scientists Announce That
Island Has Besn Locsted Off
Coast of Thst Country.

greater mileage and more

v

freedom from trouble at
lower cost to you. Prove
it. Drive in or phone for
a Miller Geared -- to -- the --

People who like their science well
mixed with romance will be attracted
to the announcement of the Spanish
academy which says that the lost
Island of Atlantla has been located off
the coast of Spain. Details of this Interesting discovery are not yet available to the public, but that will leave
the curious all the more room for
speculation.
The sge end vitality of the story
that there waa once a great and opulent country somewhere west of the
Pillars of Hercules which grew to a
magnificence passing all description,
sadthen aunk Into the sea has caused
more than one geographer to think
that somewhere back In tbe misty past
there most have been a solid basis for
the legend. Nobody knows bow old
the story Is. Homer knew It, snd
Plsto gave tbe world a description of
the place, but every mention of It,
however early, la accompanied by the
assurance thst the date of the submergence was even then in the remotest past.

Road Cord Tire and a
Miller Tube

to-da-y.

THE MILLER RUBBER COMPANY

t NEW YORK, Akrewt
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Trouble

(NORTH SIDE)

Gallup, N. M.
THOMAS

PETRONOVICH, AGENT

Will Horse

Become Obsolete?
la not too strong a
word to use about the horse. The
Agriculture
department shows that
throughout the world the supply of
horses has fallen off 11 per cent since
1918. , In the United States It wss
something over 13 per cent.' Imports
Of breeding horses
to this -- country
have fallen from 11,000 to 8,000. Hie
Western breeder Is not keen to raise
horses, for which there Is no market
and a falling price. A few horses
will have to be kept for the soologlcal
gardens snd the movies. For the rest
we shall have to take It out In studying Rosa Bonheur's pictures and the
skeletons tn the Museum of Natural
History. Before they know It they will
be keeping kind old Dobbin In a cage
and charging half a dollar to go In
and feed him apples If there are any
apples. New York Herald.

Disappearance

Honor Awarded toota.
The best English Is spoken In Glasgow, or st least John Masefleld says
so. Mr. Masefleld has (iron Englishmen a shock with this statement
While tbe Scots have consistently argued for decades past that the best
English Is to be found In Scotland,
and especially In Edinburgh, It remained for Masefleld, himself an Englishman, not only to accord the highest honors to Scotland but to hang
them on Glasgow. English members
of parliament, however, are not willing to accord any such distinction to
the members of the Scottish labor
party, as the latter are frequently
hard to understand in debate. Masefleld, who recently wss judge at a
Telephonic Advenes.
Glasgow music festival, declared that
The marvelous strides being made
the. quality of speech of Glasgow children came as a revelation, and added In the radio world will aoon make It
that the children promised to be the possible to talk to Europe by telebest speakers of English. He even phone, according to the research en
Went farther and said he fancied there gineer of a Newark radio company. It
r
dimight be a time when the Scots would wll be the ordinary
be the best singers of the musical version when time palls, he says, la
;
world.
tbe near future. "Juat lift the receiver and your voice," he declares ;
that will be all required to connect
Improved Phone Service.
'
Edmonton people are now able to you with your friends in Europe.
talk to those In Salt Lake City, Utah, Plans are under way for linking up
the telephone and radio In such a way
1,100 miles away, as a result of satisfactory phone connection established as to make it possible to talk almost
between' the Alberta government tele- anywhere on earth where the two. sysOne may. also talk to
phone system and the Mountain States tems reach.
the same
telephone system,, which serves some friends sailing overseaa with
of the western states. It Is now pos- privacy as the telephone now affords."
sible to talk long distance on a 1,000-mil-e
Murderer Traced by Handkerchief.
circuit from Alberta. , The new
Few murderers escape some penalty
connection was made at Coutts a few
beor other, even the moat careful. A
days ago, and a conversation held
strangling mystery two years old has
tween, Edmonton and Helena.
just been solved by means of a handkerchief the murderer stuffed In the
Rubber From Milkweed.
mouth of his victim in her apartment
United
in
the
Rubber plantations
In
Rue des Filatlers, Paris. When
States may be a realisation in the not a the
robber was arrested recently for
far distance If the recent prediction
holding up a teller of the Bank of
of Henry Fora tnai rne common mi
France he gave a previous address In
satisin
rubber
could produce
the
Rue des Ftlatlers. The handkerNor
fulfilled.
factory quantities, Is
chief was then taken all over Francs
Is milkweed , rubber an Invention of
and shown to his relatives and friends.
Ford, but In many of the laboratories
Finally, at Carcassonne, his sister unhave
of this country, investigations
admitted she had em
suspectingly
as
several
years
been in progress far
to the possibilities of the milky Juice broidered it for him.
of plants of the temperate cone as
'
Youthful Lovers Quarreled.
source of rubber.
He was shorter than I, bat we were
the same age and both freckle-face- d
the Job.
;. CookIs Kept on cook
but each thought the other beaukids,
to
.
going
your
Visitor
One day be accompanied me
tiful.
stayT
town and we bad a quarrel. The
down
aclira. Speed It happens quite by
day after I made an advance to make
cident that she Is. '
up- because It was my fault, but he
mean
accident'?",
'by
do
"How
you
wouldn't. He has tried ever since to
on
her
She dropped a saucepan
make up,'but this ended my love af
An- walk."-Lon- doa
foot aad can't
fair. Exchange.
.

spectors are
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.
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be morganatic,
the wife forever
doomed to a rank Inferior to her
and ber children debarred from
the succession. In Great Britain,
though one of the oldest and nroudast
monarchies In the world, It waa not
only possible but also was not even
regarded as extraordinary, and It was
as complete and valid as though the
bride had been of royal blood. Before
the wedding a subject snd a commoner, Instantly after that ceremony
she was a "royal highness," standing
la direct and close succession to the
throne as the wife of the heir presumptive. The fine tribute to woman-hoowas obvious, and no less so was
the demonstration of the essential
unity between sovereign and people.
The best American democrats, who
Justly boast that any native cltlsen
may become president, most appreciate a kingdom In which a subject and
commoner may become queen and the
son of a commoner may become king
and emperor. ,

after-dinne-
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Writer Sees Significance In Nuptials
of Union of the Ouke of York
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Further Improvement
In Car Conditions
For Whiskey

Club Raided

SAN ANTONIO, TexasJuly 26.
CHICAGO, July 23Fewer freight
men were lodged in the cars are now in need of repair than
county jail last midnight when a band at any time since January, 1921, acof Texas rangers, headed by Adjutant cording to reports just filed to-dby
Twentv-seve- n

ay

General Barton and Captain f rank the carriers with the Car Service DiHamer raided the "Pastime Club" vision of the American Railway Association.
here.
The raiders did not report the
These reports showed that on June
amount of whiskey found.
15, this year, 200,784 freight cars of
o
cent, of the
various kinds, or 8.9
Directorial genius of a high order total number on line, per
were in need of
went into the making of "Main repair. This was a decrease of 10,982
Street," the Sinclair Lewis story, since June 1, at which time there were
playing at the Strand Theatre next 211,766, or 9.4 per cent.
Tuesday and Wednesday. All the
150,540
Of the total number,
twists and quirks peculiar to a small
rewere in need of
town had to be carefully noted and re- freight carsless than on Juneheavy
1. There
5,024
pair,
no light task, but one
produced
were also 60,244 freight can In need
which Director Harry Beaumont ach- of
repair, which was a decrease
ieved with distinction.- - "Main Street" of light
with the number
5.958.
is a Warner Brothers classic of the in need ofcompared
such repair at the begin
screen featuring Florence Vidor and
of the month.
Monte Blue, with a notable support- ning
of
cast
composed
During the first 15 days in June.
Harry Myers,
ing
Noah Beery, Louise Fazenda, Robert 1.280.277 freight cars wen repaired
Gordon, Josephine Crowell, Gordon and turned out of the shops. This was.
Griffith, Otis Harlan and Alan Hale. an increase of 102,820 freight can
over the number repaired during the
I AM YOUR TOWN
period extending from May 15 to
June 1.
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avMnMi)
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' nit nnr handi in nubile
malWv
such a sight as, having seen me, he
will be closed out at a big
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ms
me
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aays
will rememDer
No reasonable oner ox
discount.
thing of beauty, the credit is yours.
rwifa nrtA farm Mfnaad. Writ todav
some
call
Ambition and opportunity
to The Knight
of my sons and daughters to high for full information
anH mloVitv nrivileffAB. to mv Campbell Music Co., Denver, Colo.
Aav.
greater honor and to my good repute
in far places, it is not chiefly these
who are my strength. My strength
who are con- 4n 4Vmea tutin remain,
la
ID ... ...vow "
tent with what I can offer them and
with what tney can oner me. iv
.M.fo.i nf all Rnmnna who said:
"Better be first in a little Iberian vil
lage than second in Home." ones; ana
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which has started the greater number of wan, the peace conference at
or the league of nations.
Lausanne
a
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Amidst the many plana for helping
Every Saturday Horning, Hark Building, No. 310 Railroad Avenue
the farmer finance hie business, it is
in
One
Advance
$2.00
Rate:
Year
Eutecription
refreshing to come upon a recent deat Otlluo, Ntw Mtxicc cision by the
Mill Matter In tht Port Offio
tmtuti a Bfoood-Cl- u
Secretary of the Interior
which provides a form of security for
Tonitro Advtrtlslni ftepraMnUtlre
TH1 AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK CRY. N. Y AND CHICAOO. ILL. loans, hitherto unavailable, for entry-me- n
on the public domain.
MEMBER OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
Since the original homestead act of
1862,with its provisions that land ob.
Editor and Assistant Manager. tained under that act, should not be
CC2GE A. BY US,
Buaineas Manager and Assistant Edti
liable for debts contracted prior to"
A. H. CARTER, -CLIFFORD M. CARTER,
Superintendent Mechanical Department tne issuance or patent, and that alien
ation was unlawful, the dIoiimp farm
ere have been handicanned in hot-roing money, by their inability to offer
REPUBLICAN
tneir una as security. Although as
far back as 1882, Secretary Teller had
mortgage of a pre
Columns, in fact whole newspapers could be filled with decided that a was
not necessarily a
ciatm
emption
reasons for the existence of the Republican party. The Repub violation of law (1 L.
D. 422), neverneceswas
it
time
when
at
a
into
existence
came
lican party
theless the matter has remained one
- and it did.
It was necessary to bring of sufficient uncertainty to render the
sary to save the Union,practice of mortgaging homesteads
about the organization of the Republican party into concrete an
infrequent and unpopular one with
form in order to protect American industries and American bankers.
and
principles As a result, the homesteader in the
resources, and this has been done by the policies
period between fil
of this party during its long years oi useru mess wiinouc me three to five-yeand final proof, has ben obliged to
would
have
there
ing
of
party
the
Republican
policies.
protective
make capital loans for bulldimrs.
been no manufacturing institutions on American soil no ex- fences, ets.,
on his land, in the form
pansion in the development of bur vast resources America of short time notes, secured on chatwould have ever been the farming district for England's manu- tel property only or totally unsecured.
unsoundness of such a method of
facturing interests. Today, in this time of our Nation's exis- The
financing is readily apparent to every
tence, the Republican party stands for protection of all Ameri- banker,,
and the impropriety became
can interests as against the roads of European propaganda
manifest to the settler from the
money, and the
propaganda to undermind our every American interests that shortage of available
high rates of interest
European interests may be the gainer propaganda to poison consequent
Oral promises to secure a loan on the
our educational system as well as our every commercial inter- land
when patent came were subject
ests. Our form of government does not suit European political to the frailty
of all agreements unideals. The fact that the Democratic party has ever been and enforceable at law, and the consecontinues to oppose a protective tariff, the fact that the Demo- quent status of the whole matter has
one unsatisfactory to borrower
cratic party has ever and continues to favor free trade, is the been lender
alike.
reason that political allies of Europe support the Democratic andThe door to new and better methods
party. The fact that the policies of the Democratic party tend of banking in sections containing
to oppose and tear down rather than towards constructive poli- open government land, has been open
decision of First Assistant
cies is the reason socialists support the Democratic party, and ed by the of
the Interior Finney, as
Secretary
never support the Republican party. Radical Republicans sup- set forth in Volume
48 of the Land
port the Democratic party rather than the Republican party. Decisions at pages 682 to 693, which
In fact all political parties now in opposition to the Republican has recently been published by the
Superintendent of Documents,- - at
party combine against the" Republican party, and seeking the Washington,
D. C, and is sold by him
route of least resistance, always support the Democratic party. for
$1.50 per volume. After reviewing
the
These few facts tell why the necessity for
Republican party. all of the previous court
In the next presidential campaign one of the main issues mental decisions on tne suoject, AsFinney announces
will be for law enforcement and respect for our laws. This sistant Secretary
of the
the
that
Department
hereafter,
of
action
the
the
issue has been forced into
campaign by the
will through the General
Interior,
New York legislature and the New York governor in flaunting Land Office, not only recognize
on unnerfected homestead en
disrespect for a Constitutional amendment. The Republican
to secure funds not incon
declaration
on
cut
clear
for
given
tries,
a
will
before
the
people
go
party
with
sistent
the good taitn oi tne
law enforcement, and as the Republican party saved the Union
but will protect the rights of
our
Constitution.
to
and
it will continue defend
uphold
the mortgagee.
0
In New Mexico today it is the Republican party that will
day is exactly like a per
protect the rights of the judiciary as against the radical and des fectA perfect
maid.
It doesn't stay lon- gtructivei policies of all
political parties as they' line up under the Milwaukee Journal.
.
.
II 1
.
.' v j
democracy.
wing oi tne
It takes four nut to hold a steering
wheel on a car, and one nut to hold
"
'
TO READ
WE
the car in the road.
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MORE CONSERVATIVE STYLES FOR THE
OLDER MEN

Mow Is low Opportunity

TO BUY A GOOD SUIT

C
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another place in this issue of The Gallup Herald we

an article from the Roswell Record, which we want
The Kosweu Kecora is-our readers to read, and
Democratic paper, published in Governor Hinkle'a home town.
This article deals with the much heard of and much, read about
"Magee cases." The article tells its own story .plainly and
honestly. It puts the matter in a common sense way, and any
person, or any person without blinding prejudice,
will be able to appreciate what the article has to say.
The. Roswell Record's policy shows that its policy, though
Democratic, and aligned with the same political party that now
claims both Governor Hinkle and the much talked' about Ma
cree. vet its policy is sound.
Then, you are invited to read another article, an editorial
from the Albuquerque Herald, and remember
while reading this one, that the Albuquerque Herald supported
Hinkle in his race for governor.
from' the
editorial
an
another
article,
Then,
' Las Cruces Citizen. The Citizen is one of the State's stand-pa- t
Republican papers. Its views should be appreciated. To get
all sides and all views it is necessary to read all sides and all
these articles one.from an old line
views, hence we
one
from a paper that supported Hinkle,
Democratic paper,
nfiH t.hi other from a stand-nKemiblican Daner.
As you read these articles,-yo- u
may well remember that
everv socialist paper in the United States so far heard from has
endorsed Magee's policies, consequently every, socialist paper
in the Unitted States so far heard from has endorsed Governor
Hinkle for issuing a blanket pardon for Magee, and without al
lowing the cases to be decided by. the New Mexico Supreme
VOurte ana possiuiy, uie supreme uuuii ux me vmtcu oueitco.
ce

a

"

-

at

OUT: It is beginning to creep out, little by
little. With the Ku Klux Klan papers all endorsing Governor
Hinkle's rebuke of a district court's actions, and with the glee-- "
ful gloating by the New Menace over the way Governor Hin- -.
kle pardoned a man who had received sentence by a district
out. We shudder. As
judge, the real issue begins to creep shudder.
' A direct slap
as it is damnable we
and a direct insult to the Constitutional rights of American
n Hiaornro
With the Ku Klux naDers all lined UP
Catholic
the
church; the New Menace, a publication
against
that lives solely on its hatred for the Catholic church all join
in commending Governor Hinkle and all join in condemning
is a highly respected
Judge David J. Leahy. Judge Leahy and
a devout member
citizen, able lawyer and learned judge,
church.
of the Catholic
CREEPING

.iona

MR. McADOO: Mr. McAdoo appeared before the Santa
Fe Kiwanis Club the other day and delivered a speech as to
"Economic Conditions," and his speech, as reported, was the
same as delivered in Gallup on one or two occasions, i. e., he

said that the truth about the administration of the railroads
acunder his direction had never been, told. In other words,Unitof
the
the
to
Department
Mr.
McAdoo,
Treasury
cording
ed States has never told the truth since McAdoo left the Treagoes on to say that "some
sury Department. And, Mr. McAdooMcAdoo
is in possession of
Mr.
If
told."
be
will
truth
day the
American
the
to
himself
and
people he
that truth, in justice
nomfor
the
of
the
one
As
presidential
it.
aspirants
should tell
ination on the next Democratic ticket, he may be waiting till
the campaigns opens for 1924. We want to near tne trutn, mr.
McAdoo.

We note that the Federal Prohibition enTn a number of sections of the United States
KnntlAc, lAinf a Tf fh law fa tn h enforced this
fl just as it should be.-;- A few places in Gallup should receive
;;';.;: U
padlock remedy.
.
PADLOCKS :
forcement officers

--

;,

j.

ALWAYS RELIABLE I

Lots of troubles can be dodged, but
there's no way to escape the fellow
who) tells what he did on his vacation.
Norfolk Ledger Dispatch.

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

American women have opened a
clubhouse in London where they can
discuss politics without molestation.
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culty in arriving at the agreement for
a capital ship limitation based on

GREATEST MOVE

ratio

not by preThinking people, guided by common sense and slanderous
terrible
the
for
is
who
responsible
judice, know
libel against the good name of New Mexico.

as

among the United
.

States, Great Britain and Japan, with
a 1.75 ratio for France and Italy, reu"
spectively.
Immediately upon agreement updn
these treaties the United States,
Great Britain and Japan suspended
work then in progress on capital
ships in excess of the agreement
There was even some scrapping of
ships of lesser importance and of almost obsolete character, which process of scrapping increased when the
United States, Great Britain and Japan had ratified the treaties. It was
announced, however, that there would
be no real scrapping until France had
also ratified.
.
Now that France has ratified by an
overwhelming vote, all of the nations
will enter heartily into the task of
bringing their naval strength on cap-tships to the required limit and

TOWARD PEACE

FRANCE HAS RATIFIED
As the Albuquerque Journal notes
TREATIES AND JAPAN
SUSPENDS
WORK ON
The enormity of the offense being committed by irresponCAPITAL WAR SHIPS
sible newspapers and press associations against Las Vegas and
San Miguel county has been observed frequently in the past
23.- -N o w
WASHINGTON,
but the United Press Association, regularly serving onljr one
Tribune at Al- that the Limitation July
of Armaments
newspaper in the state of New Mexico, the State
the most malicious and Treaties have been ratified by every
buquerque, last Saturday perpetrated
in several previously nation a party thereto, even the cribroadcast
uncalled for rumor of any yet
tics of the Harding Administration
circulated. , The following is taken verbatim from two Colora- acknowledge that "this is the greatest
single move ever made toward easing
.. "
do newspapers:
.. 'J,,'.the world's burden of armament expenditure 'and reducing the causes of
(By United Press)
war."
t aq vpnAS N M.. Jnlv 21. A clash of authority be- - For many months Democrats have
and officials of San Miguel been taunting the Republicans be- - there will
tween the governor of New Mexico
TUT
;
probably be an effort
r nmT T
.nrtrttl i ranee had been postponing
,w
fv,A
wie uiuocm.mintv mav nrfilir. resuitmff in ffmaUAU
'
oil
ratification
the
treaties.
VCT'
Their
L'
Richard Hanna.
3T"Q to agree upon further limita
and .Tudo-v f Pel H
inuun, in
of
a
were
v
to
,
nature
dtaunts
such
as
yr,
of ships and
dicate their hPe tht France would tions on other classes
carnes out its present intentions.
probably airplanes as well, with a
LrOVemor
hold
that
is
it
understood,
persist in the failure to ratify. Now, view
"County Officials,
to further lessening the load
Ufnlrl has no riirht to Dardon Magee for contempt of court, however, that France has ratified of taxation due to military preparedtreaties have the hearty sup. ness. ...
does not extent to cases against ,and the
;
nower
0r,H vaauw the
r ''
vv m v v
uilu
port, not only in letter but in spirit, of
court
or
iV.'" all of the nations participating thereV
judges.
supreme
county
the in, the Democrats are forced to ac- Gat nd
"If they decided to let the case come to a show down,HanLiquor
of
and
immediate
Magee
knowledge the magnitude and imporjailing
prosecution will demand
of
tance
the
accomplishment.
'
Fines Raised
na, and defy the governor to release them.
Conference was
The
"The question of how far the governor's pardoning power not calledWashington
in a hurry. It was the outextends has not yet been brought before the supreme court of come of thoughtful planning and not Gallup and Albuquerque claim to
,
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of hysteria. President Harding ascertained that the leading nations of
the world would take kindly to such
a project and then called a conference for certain spedific purposes,
thus eliminating the danger that its
work would be Jeopardized by injec
tion to other subjects not germane to
the main purpose.
When the conference met in No1921, Secretary of State
vember,
Husrhes had a very carefully prepar
this had
"Draw vour own conclusion as to the effect such state ed proposal to submit That
out with due
been
thought
carefully
no
other
is
There
ments have upon this city and community.
regard to the interests and rights of
all nations, is indicated by the fact
interpretation necessary.";
that it was adopted with very slight
after discussions coverfiRRTAINLY : The very fact that a blanket pardon was modifications
months.
three
only
ing
issued, after Judge Leahy had granted ninety days time m There were five treaties drawn up.
which to prepare amotion to appeal to Jhe Supreme Court the most important of which settled
disagreements with regard to intershows that the attorneys for the defendant, as well as the Gov- ests
in the Pacific and ia the Orient
ernor and everybody else interested in the defense, knew all and pledged
all of the parties to the
case
and
clean
a
clear
such
knew that Judge Leahy had made
to confer if there should develtreaty
of record that the Supreme Court would sustain Judge Leahy. op between any of the high contracting parties a controversy arising out
Certainly there was but one way out, which was
of anv Pacific Question, .This treaty
allow
to
afford
couldn't
blanket pardon by the governor they
was
a necessary forerunner of a limthe Supreme Court to pass on the case. It was better to be in itation of armaments treat, for Great
the United States and Japan
"contempt" of Judge Leahy's court than to be in "contempt" Britain,
could not agree upon a ratio of armof the State Supreme Court certainly.
aments if there were a possibility not
to say probability of war over Pacific
The
was
Albuquerque questions. That treaty having oeen
That
WHO REMEMBERS?
Herald that supported Jim Hinkle as candidate for Governor agreed to by the representatives ttj
the conference, there was little diffi- on the Democratic ticket?

"It was intimated from quarters close to Goveronr Hinkle
in their
today that if San Miguel county authorities persist
with
in
the
declared
be
military
county
course, martial law will
courts superseding civil jurisdiction. In that case, the release
of Magee and Hanna would be effected by force.
"The disbarment case against Judge Richard Hanna was.
continued this morning."
The Las Vegas Optic concludes that

donethe

it
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have police judges who are not adverse to teaching law breakers correct
lessons Judee John Sehauer of Oal.
lup and Judge George Roddy of Albu

'"--

the stint

.

!

querque.
Of course, there are those in both
Gallup and Albuaueraue who protest
at the heavy fines imposed by the
police judges, but the better people of

both cities are with the police judges
to the end that our laws and society
should be respected. To impose heavy
fines on bootleggers and also on those
who, while intoxicated, drive cars, and
also fines for those who ride with
drunken auto drivers, meets with disapproval from the bootleg and hooch
drinking "element, yet good people appreciate the fact that our land has a
few police judges who are not afraid
of bootleggers and hooch drinkers.
The following is clipped from the
Albuquerque Journal:
f'To avoid further forfeiture of
bonds by persona arrested for violation of the law against driving auto
mobiles while intoxicated or accom- drunken drivers. P olice
Janying
Roddy has olaced the
bonds Jn these cases at $100. and $50,
respectively. The judge usually
fines of 150 for driviiur while
drunk and $80 for accompanying an
intoxicated driver." . ;
as-ses-

oi -

;

i

Life, ia verv serious to Mohammed
an men, who rarely smile or jwka

rr.

PAC2

Hooch Victim

Cere.: Dc.ra :

IZzxr.
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VAIOTES
We Can Now Supply
WINCHESTER PAINTS

the. Rex.

Tha i
MMon whv neonle trade
at the Army Store.
I nn Mum .Tr drove out to Fort
Wingate the other day, escorting Juannr. aavaKavanaugh to that place,
naoH tn n team SUDDlieS tO the
nano-Fort away back in the 60's.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferry ion ana nay
Coon are due to leave for Silverton,
Colo., to spend a month fishing. This
is the time of year for Postmaster
Coon to enjoy his vacation.
,

and
VARNISHES
We Also Have A Very
Complete Line of

"

Sewall's Paints
and Varnishes

The F. S. Lawrence July clearance
sale continues. Every article on sale
The Lawrence
is ew and
stores are new, therefore all goods on
hand are new. In order to make room
for the arrival of fall and winter
stores offer to
Tiuiann
OWVAO th
clear out all gcoda now on hand.

L G. SUMLII1
Furniture

Hardware

Juan Kavanaueh, now visiting in
Busta-mentGallup, and the late Andrea
husband of Mrs. M. K. Busta-mentused to cut hay in the flats
in and near Gallup, long before there
was any Gallup. This hay was hauled by ox teams to Fort Wingate. Mr.
Kavanaueh bbvs that firrama (trass
used to grow very fine in the flats on
which part of Uallup now stands.
e,
e,

A tale

that staggers the

imagina-

tion and carries you dramabound to
the weird Sargasso sea "The Isle of
Lost Ships," at Rex theatre this Sun
day night, July Z8.
W. E. Phelps, special officer at Gib
son, was in Gallup Tuesday.

There is a reason why
at the Army Store.

people trade

tcindfl.

BN

Charles W. Davis, 19 South Second
tf
Street. Phone 248.
Tha Stvle Shon's July clearance
nla iAoa vmii1v nn. Mr. Hzarlinaky
says that the sale has already gone far
above his expectations, wnicn
that Gallup is the best place in the
United States to sell first class style
shop articles.
Bill Mellinger has returned from
His visit to Lone Mont. Colo. He was
home by his brother,
accompanied
James, coming overiana.

-

.

THIRE U a
In

dlZfer-len-

ce

tires.

tha new Goodyear Cord Tire is
made of highest?
lonf staple,
Erade,

Only

cotton,

built up by the

Goodyear patented

method,
group-pl- y
and quipped with

heavier sidewalls

and tha beveled
Tread. The
difference shows In
All-Weat-

tha

Goody-ear'-s

longer wear and

;'-"-

lower cost par mile.

At Gambwar faraaw MtmtUm
Dlmrt mm mmll ami mmm
mmnd thm
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Diego,

ac

Southwestern Motor Co.
Watson Motor Co.

cssztiAn
Home Boys Off to

Citizens Camp
The following boys are attending
Citizens Trainina camp at Fort Hau- La Verne Mellinger,
huchua, Arizona:
Alfred Gurule, Floyd Walker, Peter
Ortiz, Clyde Glied and Uon uonzaies

Mr. and Mrs. Juan Kavanaugh and
T. M. Quebedeaux of Winslow, Ari
daughter, Mrs. Joe Berrello, are here zona, was here last Saturday visiting
Las Vegas to visit with Mr.
from
and looking after
Kavanaueh's sister, Mrs. M. K. Bust-- with T. F. Smelling
business.
amente.
The novelty melodrama of the year
Here is the million dollar kid again
"The Isle of Lost Ships," at Rex
-J- ackie Coogan in "Daddy," with his
this Sunday night, July 28.
theatre,
Jackie's
pet
leading lady, "Mildred,"
one
Kex
tricks.
pig, in a thousand and
Tony Barncastle of Las Cruces is in
theatre next Thursday and Friday.
the city visiting with Miss Mary
Lorenzino.
Bier Summer Clearing Sale, one-ha- lf
off, on all Hot Weather Footwear at
There is a reason why people trade
.
the Pans Shoe store.
at the Army Store.
w

Wax-ahachi-

-tf

All

.

business men are invited to at

QUALITY

off on all Summer Foot
the Paris Shoe Store's Big
Summer Clearing Sale.
One-ha-

wear

at

S.

R.

Miss

Duke,

Betty Pearl

are here visiting with the famW. P. Diggs. Messrs. Duke and
Mr.
Diggs are old acquaintances.
Duke once lived in Gallup and has
many warm friends in this vicinity.
N. H. Dyer, salesman for the Chas.
lehl agency, was in Albuquerque bun
day, driving back two new Overland
cars, and again on Tuesday, returning
with a Nash,
The leadnig lady in Jackie Coogan's
latest picture is "Mildred," Jackie's
pet pig see her.' At the Rex next
Thursday and Friday.

Tlctuxs

Thursday and Friday
AUGUST 2nd and 3rd
The Leading Lady In This Picture Is "MILDRED", Jackie's Pet Pig

0

,

Dr. Fred f. Wadford. Chiropracto
Rooms 6 and 7, Pago Builng. (S4

Quality high, price low, satisfa
tion guaranteed at tne isarr
9--9
Store.
J. M. Carman is in California loo:
after business interests.

ing
in

vtsitc1
Bob Duke and W. G. WUaon
the Farmington section this

3

flna of the hie? movies of the
at the Rex is "The Famous EU
Fair," for Tuesday and
Wednesoay.j
For Mutual Life Insurance, I
Charles W. Davis, 109 South See.
. . I
Street. Phone 248.

"The Famous Mrs. Fair," at
Rex Tuesday and Wednesday, is a
ture that will please an.

t

pi

Good Eye Sight is one of the
Greatest Assets to Man or
Woman.
,

If Nature or Circumstance!
have Cheated You out of Perfect Eyes then Your Best
Chance for Good Vision is th
Prompt and Careful Attention
of' a Competent Optometrist, t

SEE

F. W.

US

.,

...;:;;

WUEIT.1

JEWELER AJJD OPTICIAN

GROCERIES

'inner

FRESH and WHOLESOME

SERVICE

GROCERY

E. W. TAMONY, Prop.

There is a reason why people trade
at the Army Store.

TOW
i)
REX TREAT RE

,

Sunday

wife and daughter,
Duke, of Fairfax,

Okla.,
of

"in) A

ntJ

The'Morrie B. Streeter Radio
and will give a free
io concert this afternoon, from 8 to I
at the Ferrante music store. All a:
invited. The Streeter Radio Trio er
making it to the west coast, aa
Streeter says: "We are singing or'
way from coast to coast" ColurV
and Victor records are used.
l
will be a treat to lovers of must
especially for our radio people.
are in Gallup

EVERYTHING FOR THE

ily

Jfefe
llf
(g(o)giisaifc;;

This Aftrrr.ee

We Guarantee Every Article That Leaves Our Store,

lf

J. A. Fike writes to have The Gallup Herald sent to his address at 1308
East street, San Diego, jai., ana in
vites all old Gallup friends to call on
him when visiting in that city. Mr,
Fike is conducting a cigar store at
921 Broadway, San Diego, Cal.

!l

Rtdb Cesser!.'

WE SELL

the business men's special at
Methodist church, this Sunday morn
ing, at 11 o'clock.

''

Frca

Leo McDonald and

W. Tamony,
J. K. Drinnon now has charge of
Turner have returned from their
Lumber
the Gibson-FaCompany
on
the
camped
fishing trip. They
at Gallup.
Little Colorado in the White moun- yards
tains of Arizona. They report as
R. T. Reid of Tulia, Texas, with his
good luck and enjoyed a good
having
wife are visiting the family of T. F.
There will be a "A Business Men's time.
Smalling.
Special" at Methodist church this
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. All in
Miss Margaret Simms has returned
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McCamant? of
vited and welcome.
from her visit to Los Angeles.
Thoreau were in town yesterday
"business and visiting.
e,
Mrs. David 0. Garcia Sr. is reportG. W. Sampson is here from
child in this vicinity will transacting
home near Atar-que- . wantEverysee Jackie
in "DadTexas, to look after property ed ill at their ranch
Coogan
to
'
Who ever saw a pet pig to appear
interests.
dy," at the Rex. next Thursday and
as the leading lady in a movie picJackie
apIn
this
picture
You will see "Mildred," Jackie's
TW in reason whv people trade Friday.wth hs leadng
Dr. Tred J. Wadford, Chiropractor,
lady, "Mildred," ture? at the Rex next
pears
th Armv Store. - Thrusday and
pig
pet
Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
beat
it?
Jackie 'e pet pig can you
Friday.
For Fire Insurance see Charles W
J. M. Williams of Zu'ni was in GalDavis, 109 South Seconc St. Phone
tf lup yesterday lookng after busnes?,
248.
E.
Bill

tend

NOTE:- -

"

School Fire Eccxpcj

Rev. John W. Hendrix will pay
special attention to the interests of
business men at the 11 o'clock services, Methodist church this Sunday
morning. Ail invited and welcome.

....

fcr

We are Informed that the butfret
Several days ago Sheriff Myers
rounded up an illicit still and while amount for providing proper fire
on the premises noticed a Mexican escapes for Central school building
This is a matter
girl, apparantly about 16, and from has been allowed.
her looks it was very plain that she which the Gallup Volunteer Fire Com
was an excessive user of moonshine pany made a special order ox buai- liquor. Later the girl died and every fness at every meeting, and they ex
evidence showed that she was a vie pected to continue calling xor these
tim of hooch. It appeared that she lire escapes until they were provided.
o
acquired the habit of drinking the
H. C. Jones, the Thoreau merchant.
stuff at the place where it was made,
and as one drink calls for another, and an old time friend of the manager
she continued pouring down the stuff of this paper, waa in town Tuesday
until death relieved her of her mis looking after business matters. He
i
recently purchased a stock of goods
ery,
at Breece and reports business good
0
W. A. Cameron. Santa Fe traveling at boht Thoreau and Breece.
freight and passenger agent, with
FOR SALE
headauarters at Albuaueraue, was in
Red
One
three burneer and
Star,
on
an
official
visit,
Gallup Wednesday
and spent most of his time with Oven Oil Stove, one Coal Range' with
Reservoir. One hot blast heater, and
Agent T. E. Purdy while here.
other household goods at a bargain
Mrs. Bertha B. Williams has re Inauire of Pereo. Santa Fe Depot.
turned from her trip to Houston, Tex
as, where she was called on a.'ocunt
H. A. Kahl. S. P. Vidal, H. A. Blink- of the serious illness of her father,
Mrs. Williams says that he left her enderfer. A. A. Schaefer, W. M. Bick
el and A. T. Hannett are in the White
father somewhat improved.
mountains of Arizona on a fishing
-:
.""'....'" -"
Here's the adventure of your life trip.-with
the
live
right along
you'll
Chas. Laughlin came in this week
scenes and forget the humdrum of
to meet
life "The Isle of Lost Ships," at Rex from Lukichukai, Arizona,
San
from
who
is
his
visiting
mother,
28.
theatre this Sunday night, July
Cal.

iKNin
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PAEHS

Cudgel- Allowed

.

Pitiful Cat

Fcr Ccuntj Jtil

doom have been nro-vided for the county jail. 1The screens
M
L
were very necessary xor me comiorc
and protection of the prisoners. Flies
am deadly, more than a nuisance and
dangerous to health. The .health de
partment should torce an puces ox
business, especially meat markets,
and all places where food stuffs are
sold, as well as all residences, to
screen and screen property.
o
'.,
T.olrla Paamii In "Daddv ." with His
fiddle and his smiles, and his pet pig,
"Mildred," ana nis tatnousana ana one
.r4,oVla Mnlri Ha a arrnatar Jackie
than you hive ever known, and will
creep rignt up next to your nearc ana
snuggle there during the whole picture. Next Thursday and Friday at
Maw

a.

Prof. Henry C. Keach. Rex oriran- in Albuquerque Monday.
rrol. Keacn says tnat tne nimnto oi
Gi'llup is much better than that of tha
Duke City, he was glad to ;?et back,
even after only one day. Mr. Keajh'a
ability as movie picture musician is
very much appreciated by Rex theatre patronshis music lives with the
pictures, both in harmony and spirit.

ist, visited

with Flor
Wnnta Rliia.
ence Vidor in "Main Street," was a
carpenter earning $1.50 a day when
Vinnr ha crnvfl hla fellow
workmen a discourse on capital and
labor, u. w. unmtn neara mm ana
wo an imnniml with fiia fira that a
few days later he cast him as a soc
ialistic leader in one ot nis pictures.
That was the beginning.
Since then Monte tsiue nas created
tha lasrilnir rnlo in "Brass." "Main
Street," a Warner Brothers classic of
the screen adapted from binciair iw-i- s'
story of the same name, will play
At the Strand Theatre next Tuesday

and

"

The Chas. lehl agency report the
pgr aalna! Willva-KniffNick Jackovlch, Gallup;
to
touring
v
i
i m
vo n
wsvitr tr.ii
UVeriana tour i.
n.euy, uimouii,
Overland four to C. O. Gunton, Gibson: Nash four to J. K. Drinnon, Gal
v.'';.."':;.:
lup.
ht

mv.
Jh

Ther ia

a

at the Amv

reason whv oeoole
Store.

trada
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For Health and Pic

Wednesday.

Lrfson Czarlinskv took in the two
days celebration at Ramah this week
Mr. Czarlinsky says that to seo fields
of growing crops made him feel that
McKinley county and Uallup are tne
bsHt places on earth.

'

mta

OUR ICE CREAT.l

U

YOU'LL like to eat OUR ICE CREAM because of its healthfc
de
qualities and its pleasing tastel
Inirredients that are the nurest nrocessea tha
fkm
era and most sanitary are used. These guarantee a purity
vmi'll Hlra. Tha
aatA
falrirrara nf ita. wm.
- flavnrinfra
'
'
They, too, are the purest and most palatable. Youll really find
.'
joyment in our Ice Cream. , , '
j
.'
Try a fresh crushed fruit sundae! -

'
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CHALLENGE ACCEPTED
WB AGRT2, IN PABT
Vas-ee'- t
The newspaper
Carl I
principal object
report that Got-- I
ernor Hinkle is being congratulated ftion to his trial in the county of San
oardoned Carl C. Miguel was that the article alleged
upon his bavin
Maeee and his Dublishinn comnanv to have been libelous was printed in
from the penalties imposed- - by a dis- the English language and that the
trict Court of the state of New Mex- jury that tried him was not conversant with that language and spoke
ico, for libel and contempt of court
By so doing, the governor nas delib- only Spanish. This is also one of the
nol- reasons, apparently, why Governor
erately injected the issue into the
itical battlefield.
Hinkle pardoned Mages for the crime
So be it The Republican nartv ac for which the jury in San Miguel
cepts the challenge.
county convicted him. The editor of
Hereafter, as long as he lives, in the Citisen can see a great deal of
office or out, James F. Hinkle will be merit in their contention and trusts
known as "The man who pardoned that the governor of the state will
Carl Maeee." He will never be ra. keep that in mind because the editor
called in the mind of the public as the of the Citizen is also editor of La
man who did this or that thing. He
a paper published in Spanish,
will never be remembered for any ser- and therefore if a libelous article ap
vice he may have rendered or failed pears in La Estrella the editor will into render , the people of this great, sist that- - no English speaking person
state. No great or small accomplish- be allowed on the jury and tnat Be be
ment will mark a monument in his tried by a
"Mexican" jury.
honor, but he has written his. own po- We wonder how much interest Gover
litical epitaph: ."The man who
d
nor Hinkle would take in the editor
Carl Magee."
of La Estrella if he were convicted of
Unpleasant as it nay he: unisoliih-- libel before an English speaking jury)
ed as the weapons may prove and
mired as the battlefield will undoubtedly be found, the issue is in New
HON. HOLM O. BURSUM
Mexico, it is in the Nation. It is as
is 'the opinion expressed by
Here
lunaamemaj as anytmng tnat ever
Wadsworth of New
split this country into political par Senator James W.Senator
Bursum and
ties. Harding has accepted the issue York concerning
for the Republican party nationally his patriotic endeavors and his stand
and we accept it for the state. This ing in the united states senate:
issue, is the - orderly enforcement of "I have had an especially good oplaw: Hinkle and the Democratic par- portunity to come into contact , with
ty will come to rue the day that Hin- senator Bursum. He and l served to
kle distrubed the orderly process of tether on the military affairs com'
the 'law and placed himself upon a mittee of the senate. The committee
pinacle outside and above the orderly meets constantly and discusses matprocess of the law. That he had this ters of great importance. While the
legal right, that is, that he empower- senator has been with us but a short
ed by law to pardon a criminal at any
time, he has already impressed the
stage of the proceedings after sen- committee most favorably with his
tence, we do not deny. But that be patriotism, his sound judgment and
had any reasonable, moral justifica- the strength of his convictions. He
tion for his present action, we do takes a real and legitimate interest in
most emphatically deny.
the problems of our national defense.
Law and order has ever been the He is of especial assistance to the
of
the Republican party; it committee through his knowledge of
slogan
was built up and endures upon the the Mexican border conditions and
foundation that the law is above the the needs of the military service in
man or the political welfare of the that part of the country. Then, too
party, for that matter. If it cannot his interest in the veterans of the
succeed upon that principle, then it World War. is intense and display
must go down, but when it does, the ed upon all occasions when measures
stars and stripes will go down with affecting the veterans are under ma
it
cussion by the committee."
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V7AXI3 STTONG IN ELOQUENCE
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editcx

NINE times out of ten auccess means Ulrj
ready for cryortunity when it comes. It may

it may mean a

mean buying into your business,
rare bargain, or it may be that

,

it is necessary

to live on your financial fat" for two' or three
months. But opportunity almost always calls for
some investment of time and money.

.

a,

AJAX CORD, ROAD KING, PARAGON

To achieve success, be financial? prepared. Preparedness means a savings account. Start here
'
"
.'
"'.:
:;:;C.V:
today!
.'

par-done-

GALLUP SERVICE STATION
:
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO
THE WAR DEPARTMENT
BY JOHN T. ADAMS,

OF THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
i The last year of the Wilson
two

the

admin-itratio-

years after the

der Secretary Weeks' direction, these
claims were cleaned up, settled cn a
basis which averaged only 13.6 cents
on the dollar. This is a record which
not only has not been equaled in the
history of the government, but which
clearly shows that the interests of
the taxpayer
were placed above
everything else in. the settlement of
these claims.
Since Secretary Weeks took charge
there has been a gradual, reduction
in the clerical help until today there
are less clerks in the War department
than there were prior to the World
.'
war.
It must not be. concluded that the
tremendous reductions in routine ex
penditures of the War department in
attributed to
y
J8 that war
the
activities of various
kind ceased in that period and that
these reductions would have been
"""k regardless of who was in charge
department This is not the

n

armia-ic- e

War department expended
in round numbers. The
; 1,118,000,000,
impropriation for the War department for the current year is
26,517,-0This appropriation, based upon
0.

stimates furnished

by

Secretary

Vecks, shows that he is conducting
Ja department for less than
a expenditures the year before he
ssomed control.
Although public economy and reone-thi-

rd

action of routine expenditures haw
een the rule of all departments un-the present administration, no
of the government has wit-essed greater reductions in expendi- ira, r furnished a better example of
sing conducted strictly Ton business
aes than the War department With
m possible exception of the shipping
atrd, the Republican administration
VTSd no executive
agency more de-Mrauzea or more in need of annlica-- . case,
rra of strictly business methods than
The public is accustomed to think
of that department as an agency de
It War department.
to waging war or
For example, whenv,. Secretary voted solelyforeitner
Umhm uiimJ
war. In point of, , fact.
preparing
.
.. ,
u
vie
v
T"ar
avuiiii
.Mjav
unsettled claims against
f
are
he
Ii
very large.
department
Jrpartment
nearly
. ..
. . Jf Id VABtAfl TBA- WMimlt
AAA AAA
1Haggregating
........... AT
- All" in
i,w,vuu,uvv, aimougn me war naa
of
the improve-ten over two years and a half and:"ular possessions; all
m bureau for handline these claims merits and expenditures made upon
Id been fully manned during that our rivers and
f n?
itire period, Within one year, un- - expenditures mciaeni 10 iiooa control
in our, great river systems; Ihe work
er

of
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POLITICS vs. COURTS
democratic lawyer wants to
M
Roswe!1 newspapers are
indulging in- - aT conspiracy of silence
in regard to the Macee case.
The last time the editor of the Re
cord talked with that democratic law-yer about Magee he expressed his dis.

a
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Cur Wagon at Your

Joor

jRelieves Your

ry

Worry

,

Jt

mcaiu you are ad- raaced beyond the old
fashioned description of
home on wash day;
Soar
you know how mod- -'
era", skill and invention
I have made this necessary
levil no longer a burden.
,
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Our work it quality work
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No Argument

About It
If You

.

'..a-3-E

WKttTE CAFE
taacSs

r Svr?r,

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS
WE
'

SELL COUPON BOOKS AT

II PERCENT DISCOUNT

TALK

the Record on what its business produces. When we can't do that well
quit! ..
y.
In passing we might say that-w- e
have Been every daily newspaper in
the state of New Mexico change
hands again and again and we dont
know of a man who has made a dollar out of any of them, contributions
ana an,
The American people should have
respect for their courts. They should
not expect to try men by mob rule
or in the newspapers. If they cannot
respect their methods of law procedure they should change them into
methods they may respect
It's up to the people not to mobs
or the newspspers.
And, furthermore, unless we establish an orderly method of enforcing law and respect for law, this nation is doomed to destruction.

Findinj Facta
For The Public
,
(Boston News)
There is comfort for all parties in
the report on anthracite by the United States Coal Commission. The public This "limited natural monopoly
cannot continue to be treated as if it
were not affected by a public interest" And "th e guiding principle'
must be- "maximum service to the
public."- The operators "The Commission does not recommend abolition
of existing property rights, however
much might be said for the view that
mineral rights should have been held
from the beginning as national rather
than individual property. The Commission does not recommend government ownership either by purchase at
present value or by expropriation."
The miners Labor costs of producing coal have advanced in ten years
from an average of f 1.66 to $4.12, but
the total labor cost is about the same
relatively to the total cost of doing
business that it was a decade ago.
Nobody concerned hv the production,
distribution and transportation of coal
is absolved from all blame for existing conditions; everybody concerned
is asked to let bygones be bygones
and to make a fresh start with welfare of the public as the primary consideration. .
But aside from the leading points
in the report which have been played
up in the headlines, as "no government ownership," and "emergency
government control,-- " there are a battalion of other important points in
this bulky document There are no
guideposts to indicate the way to
them; one stumbles over them almost
by accident;- - but they are there, and
they indicate both the range of the
committee's investigation which as
yet is not by any means completed
and the value of its work.
-
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BY THE ROSWELL RECORD

ltrying t0 enjoy reading hi8 new paper
but
do it, and give,
iPly coSldnt
.,nmnnai
h,m . w.
r
tV.
J oil waa-- a
?
i
reason for
of lakes along the Canadian border,
.
The Magee case is a peculiar one in
.
fM t .va rh.mni.i
If Magee is guilty
?Pects.
tenance and exoenses of the United mn?
tn
States-Alask- a
n,nKs
cable and the mainten- ?im, he
nee of roads, bridges, and trails in ?hould b? se1 t0 he Penitentiary. If
fred-tthe territory of Alaska. In addition
.f ullty he shoulf
rf the.
whora
all these activities, the War
?ai"tf
W1?tei: nd vtaIked, ar
partment is charged with the expen- of the
ses incident to the upkeep of all M-fl-K
&
bould
tional cemeteries in this country and g2. fve .comn"ttedj
tried for these
in Eurone. of national militarv narka. fwmwly charged
alleged acts. The place to try men
such, as Chicamauga, Gettysburg, etc..
such national structures as the Wash- for alleged crimes is not in the columns of a newspaper or on the politiington Monument and Lincoln Memorial in the city of Washington, and calWeplatform, but in the courts.
hardly believe our lawyer
all soldiers' homes in the United
friend will declare our courts are useStates.
less for our courts are largely what
It is evident from this enumera he
and his fellow lawyers hafemade
activities of
tion of the
the. War department that its tremen- them, both in this state and else
Almost every layman wilt
dous reductions in expenditures are where.
we have too much law, too
that
agree
is
World
war
the
not
fact
the
to
due,
and that our entire
manylawyers,
business
te
the
over, but
splendid
Which has been given by Secretary legal system seems to be built upon
a platform of mystery to conceal facts
Weeks.
The Secretary of War is one of the and muddle the legal waters.
When English law and procedure
strong men of the Republican party
and the Republican administration. In is compared to American law and procedure, it is a marvel of clearness
private life he was a successful busi- and
simplicity. That is not a thing
ness man and he brought to the ser
vice of the government the benefit of that an American likes to say but it
is unhappily, too true.
his ripe experience.
Single American communities have
more laws than the entire British em
SLOW IMPLEMENTS
Single sessions of American
The doctor looked him over, spent
igislature pass more laws than are
some moments in profound cogita
in years.
tion, and then delivered the bad news. passed in all Great Britainnave
more
Individual American cities
"You must diet."
murders than all Enlgand and few
"Ugh," grunted the patient.
"You must eat less," the doctor ex- of them are punished by law, while
nearly all are punished in England.
plained.
Our contempt for law in this cou"Aw, doc."
"I tell you, my friend, you are dig- ntry is by far the most alarming thing
on our horizon. Why this is so we
ging your grave with your knife and will
not attempt to say, but whatever
forK"
The patient brightened visibly at toe reason we must remember that
we, the voters, make the law ancVtbe
this.
:
"Oh, well, with those implements it courts in the last analysis. We may
neglect our duty and delegate our
is going to take me a long time." ;
powers to. politicians and lawyers, but
the responsibility is ours.
No, the Record is not indulging in
a conspiracy. of silence in regard to
the Magee case. We should like to
print the proceedings in full each day,
but our finances forbid. No doubt the
Evening News management feels the
same way about it. We do not intend,
however, under any circumstances to
express an opinion to find the prisoner guilty before the trial is ended,
or to condemn the courts because the
prisoner may or may not have condemned them.
ll
The advertising produced in
now would not support one newspaper even the size of the Record.
It takes what we call foreign advertising to do that The Record would
like to do many things that we do not
do because 'our business does not
produce the money to do it
If we would bring ourselves to psss
the hat every ix months or so and
have men like our lawyer friend contribute in
C3 Cents
blocks,
we could afford these tiLisss.
Jiraaps
Lot we expect to continue running

Z
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(THE RECORD IS DEMOCRATIC)
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REAL ECONOMY
It is poor economy to buy inferior
beef for steak or tough mutton for
lamb chops, but the tougher cuts of
meat . can be boueht when making
stews or pot roasts, as the long cook
ing will make the xiores tenaer. uuy
then do the cheaper cuts mean econo.
my.
,;

..

Charles Ckwayeart' ei New Haven,
Conn., discovered how to vulcanise V- rubber hi Jaxrry, 1ZZX

SERVICZ

QUALITY

Wgjg&r Way to Own Q
USftS?
cr

r

Here is a chance foT you to get started
toward greater profits or to build up a
business of your own and it costs only
$5 to make the start.

Trucks and
Everywhere, Ford One-to- n
Light Delivery Cars are saving more than '
this every year for their users. So, as soon
cs your truck starts running it will quickly
take care of the purchase price and add
new profits as well

It will widen the area in which you can do
business, enlarge the number or customers
youcanserVb and keep your delivery costs
down to the lowest point
Start now toward the ownership of a Ford
Truck or Light Delivery Car use the

))

Js

1

Enrolls

Under the terms of this
Plan, .we deposit .this

You

interest Each week you

money in a local bank at

a little more

this also draws
interest. And in a short time the
truck is yours to use. Come in and
let us give you full particulars.
add
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IN THE PROBATE COURT WITH
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
Soak the potatoes in bot water for
OF McKINLEY AND
fifteen minutes before putting them
STATE OF NEW
in the oven to bake. They will cook
mors quickly and not only save gas
MEXICO
,
but save heating the kitchen for a In the matter of the
long period in warm weather
Estate of Lube Kauzlarlc,
No. 225

SAVES GAS

HERALD WANTS
'! rnn nmnff

PROFESSIONAL
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W. ATKINS
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At a bargain, 1920
newly painted and
verhauled, 4 new tires, demountable
Ana. starter. N. E. F." Herald of.
FOR SALE:

Ford roadster,

.toe.

-tf

FOR SALE: XUtt rooming boose.
Apply at Klatt office.

For Sale

A bargain One Singer
Sewing Machine. Singer Sewing Ma'
chine Co.. 214 South Second Street.

FOR SALE: Two horses, one wagon and harness, at reasonable price.
Inquire at Bel Monte Store.
FOR RENT: Three room apartment, sleeping porch,' completely furnished. Apply at 403 East Hill.

j

deceased IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITH NOTICE OF HEARING UPON
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
'
ADMINISTRATOR'S FINAL
COUNSSLLOX AT UW
McKINLEY AND STATE OF
REPORT AND PETITION
;
NEW MEXICO
FOR DISCHARGE
Gallup Southwestern Coal
Offlcet
Notice la Hereby Given, that the
a corporation,
Pag BmlUiag
above entitled court ha set the hour
nalntiff.
of 10:00 o'clock A. M., on the 3rd day
v.
of September,
New Hezlee
1923, at the court's
Henry Hoffman Holbert,
Gsllep
chambers McKinley
if living, and his unknown
County Court
heirs if he be dead: The House, Gallup, New Mexico, as the
time
2126
Aetna Coal Company 'No.
and place fixed for the hearing
of any and all objections, if
a corporation; Aetna Coal
any there
be
to the final report and petition for
Company, a corporation; .
liv- ;
John J. Kennedy, if
,
discharge heretofore filed herein bv
EDMUND R. FRENCH
tne unaersignea administrator of the
ing, and the unknown
above entitled estate, and for the purheirs of John J. Kennedy,
Lawyer
pose of hearing any objections, if any
Mtasber Bar: Supreme Court Uniter if he be dead; John Kenthere be to any matter or thing.
nedy, if living, and the
New
unknown
heirs of John,
State, Sapreme Court of
touching the administration of said
'
Mexico.
estate.
Kennedy if he be dead;
and all unknown claim- Office: MB Coal Avenue.
LOUIS KAUZLARIC,
ants of interest in the
Administrator
of.
the
to
premises, advene
Witness my hand and seal of office
Also all the personal property now
plaintiff,
this 20th day of July, 1923, at Gallup, in my nanas as Receiver of the New
MARTIN & CHAPMAN,
Defendant.
New Mexico.
Mexico Fire Brick Company, a corNOTICE OF SUIT
NAT GARCIA
Attorneys-At-La,
poration, including the. bills receivTo The Above Named Defendants:
Clerk, Probate Court,
able, excepting, horever, the cash
;
You and each of you are hereby
OFFICES::
on hand or on deposit in any bank
McKinley
notified that suit has been . filed by
- " New MexicoCounty,
tit..
ii . ti
:.J .n i
above named plaintiff arid Is now
the
Nerw
Mexico.
OF
(SEAL
Gallup,
ceiver.
pending against the, above named de- PROBATE COURT)
Notice is hereby given that said
fendants, in the District Court, of Mo First Pub. July 28 ;
sale will be made subject to the fol
Kinlev County. New Mexico; said suit Last Pub. Aug. 18
lowing conditions and restrictions;
being numbered 2126 ":-on' the docket
that the lowest bid which the under
OR. U. M. ELLISON
of said court
will receive for the property
That the aeneral objects of said IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE signed
DKNTIST
is tne amount of twenty one thousand
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT
suit are to quiet and set at rest, plainseven hundred and fifty dollars ($21,- OF THE STATE OF NEW
tiff's title, and to remove any and all
750), less any money received from
Gallop Clink BiHdiag
MEXICO, WITHIN AND
clouds upon plaintiff's title in and to
the sale or disposition by the Re
FOR SANTA FE
land and predescribed
the
following
New Mefset
Gallap
ceiver of any of the assets of said
COUNTY
All of the North half
mises,
Company between the date of this
Fletcher
Catron;
the
V
of
Northeast
quarter
(NH)
decree and the day of Sale.
Administrator
of
the
South
and
(NEK),
Further, that said sale shall be
vs.
) No. 9825
the Northeast quarter (NEVt); and
to, and the purchaser shall
New
Mexico
Brick
subject
Fire
Southof
half
North
the
the
(NH)
RUIZ ft OVERSON
take the property subject to, the fuleast quarter (SEK), and the South Co.,
fillment of all contracts that shall
:
Defendant,
half (SH) of the Southeast quarter
AUonseyav.
be existing on the day before the sale
and the North half (NH) of John R. McFle,
(SEK),
between the Receiver and any cusPractice in all Courta of
Receiver.
)
the Southwest quarter (SW 14), and
tomer of said Receiver, and shall be
NOTICE OF SALE
the South half (SMt ) of the South- New Mexico and Arizona
Under and by virtue of a certain liable for the faithful performance
west quarter (SW), of Section
Twenty-eigFif final decree and order of sale issued of said contracts.
(28), Township
that said sale shall be subteen (15) North, Range Eighteen out of the district court of the First Further,
JOHN WITT HENDRIX
to any and all rights of redempWest, N. M. P. M., and also the Judicial District of the State of New ject
(18)
Pastor of The Meth-di- st
Chnreb Northwest quarter (NW) of the Mexico within and for the county of tion that may exist at law in the preResidence 800 3rd Street
Northeast quarter (NEK) of Section Santa Fe on the 23rd day of July, A. mises. successful bidder
at said sale
Phone No. 288.
Sixteen (16) Township Fifteen (15) D. 1923, notice is hereby given that I The
to deposit fifteen
will
be
required
the
of
27th
will,
N.
upon
day
August,
A.t Home in the Study 8 to 11:80 A. U North, Range Eighteen (18) West,
amount of his bid,
M. P. M. That the plaintiff prays for 1923, at ten A. M., at the office of the (15) percent of the
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.
,
certifed check, at
New
Mexico
Brick
Fire
Company, a either in cash or
the establishment of its estate in said
At Tour Service At All Hour.'
the time said property is struck off
property and to bar and forever estop corporation, in Gallup, New Mexico, to said successful
bidder, and the re
you and each of you, the said defen- offer for sale and sell to, the highest mainder of said bid immediately upon
dants, from having, or claiming any bidder for cash in the manner pre- the confirmation of said sale by the
by law, and in accordance with
right or title to said premises adverse scribed
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
provided said ssle is so conto the plaintiff, and that plaintiff's the said final decree and order of court,
'
firmed.
the
described
and
following
sale,
property:
be
forever
thereto
title
quieted
DENTIST
Prospective .bidders for said proAll of that certain real proset at rest and that all clouds upon
Office:-W- urm
are hereby informed that upon
perty
fifteen
Building
situate
section
in
'said
perty
the title of plaintiff to
premises
reauest
a list of the property of said
of
in
north
fifteen
range
township
be removed.
Gallop
. New Mexico
company,
including bills receivable,
M.
P.
M.
west
N.
the
of
unless
eighteen
You are further notified that
of all contracts which the
list
a
and
in
and
the
of
County
McKinley
you and each of you enter an appearpurchaser will be required to fulState of New Mexico, described
ance in said cause on or before the
fill may be had upon application to
as follows:
22nd day of August, A. D. 1923,
the undersigned at least ten (10) days
Beginning at a point one thousjudgment will be rendered in said
and eight hundred feet westerly
prior to the date of sale.
cause against you by default
JOHN R. McFIE,
along Railroad Avenue, from the
The name of Plaintiff's attorney is
Receiver,
northwest corner of the Page
and
H. W. BROSE, M. E. H. C. Denny, whose post office MexFirst Pub. July 30.
Hotel (Being also the corner
business address is Gallup, New
marking the block corner of Se- - Last Pub. Aug. 18.
ico. '
'
GENERAL ENGINEERING
of
and
hand
, cond Street and Railroad Avenue)
WITNESS, my
seal,
EN LA CORTE DE DISTR1TO DEL
this 27 day of June, A.
being , two hundred and eighty-thrCourt
said
the
PRACTICE
;
feet southerly at right angPRIMER DISTRITO JUDICIAL
D. 1923.
les to the main line tract of the
NAT GARCIA,
DEL ESTADO DE NUEVO
Architectural Service In
&
Santa
Fe
Y
Atchison, Topeka
MEXICO, DENTRO
Clerk, McKinley County.
POR EL CON DADO DE
Railway Company; thence south
Connection
, New Mexico, and
minclerk of the District
SANTA FE
twenty degrees twenty-fiv- e
utes east, two thousand four hunCourt of said McKinley
Fletcher
Catron,
dred and seventy-fiv- e
feet to the
210V4 WEST R. R. AVENUE
County.
Administrador
south boundary of Section fifteen;
(Seal of District Court)
vs.
No. 9825
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,
sixty-sevthence
one
east
thousand
(1898)
New Mexico Fire Brick Co.,
de- north
four
thence
7
Pub.
feet;
First
Demandada.
July
grees fifteen minutes west, one
Last Pub. July 28
John R. McFie, Recibidor.
thousand three hundred and
AVISO DE VENTA,
eigthy-eigand
feet;
DISTRICT COURT WITH- ' thence north twenty nine degrees
THE
IN
Bajo y por virtud de un cierto
IN THE PROBABTE COURT WITH
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
final y orden de venta expedido
fifteen minutes west, one thousIN AND FOR THE COUNTY
OF McKINLEY AND
de la corte de distrito del Primer Dis-triand and ninety-fiv- e
thence
feet;
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
' .1 STATE OF NEW
south eighty degrees eighteen
Judicial del Estado de Nuevo
MEXICO
.
Mexico dentro y por el Condado de
OF NEW MEXICO
minutes west, eight hundred and
Santa Fe el dia 23 de Julio, A. D.
seven feet; thence south sixty-niIn the matter of the
In the matter of the
No. 1867
1923, aviso se da aqui que Yo, el dia
No.
Estate of James Owen
Estate of Pete Rolando.
degrees, forty minutes west,
'
27 de Agosto, 1923, a last diez A. M.,
five hundred and thirty feet, con,
NOTICE
Thornberry, deceased.
en la oficina de la New Mexico Fire
''
taining in all eighty acres, more
To Whom It May Concern, Be It
; NOTICE
Brick Company, una corporacion, en
or less.
Notice Is Hereby Given that the Known:
And all personal property ownGallup, Nuevo Mexico, ofrecere para
the
N.
in
the
L,
adThat
has
been
assignee
Cary,
appointed
undersigned
vender y vendere al postor mas alto
ed and held by the said New Mexministrator of the estate of James above matter has filed with the Clerk
ico Fire Brick Company.
por dinero en la manera prescripta
Owen Thornberry, deceased, and that of the above court and in said cause,
from the afore- por ley, y en acuerdo con el dicho
however,
Excepting,
his
his
and
accounts
of
statement
all persons having claims against said
said described property, the follow decreto final y orden de venta, la
estate and said decendent will present final report as said assignee.
, ..
propiedad descripta:
said
ing:'
them within the time and manner You are further notified that
That part of the southwest ball
Toda aquella cierta propiedad
prescribed by law.
assignee will on the 14th day of Auof Section 15, Township 15 north
raiz situada en la seccion quince
gust, 1923, apply to the above .named
J. W. BONTEMS,
of grange 18 west, N. M. P. M.,
en el cabildo quince norte del rum-b- o
from
a
Court
for
District
discharge
Administrator.
more particularly described as .
diez y echo oeste del N. M, P.
his trust; and that at such time and
follows:
(1940)
M., en el Condado de McKinley y
said assignee will file and preplace
Estado de Nuevo Mexico,
First Pub. July 28
Beginning at a point north 69
sent his petition to said court for said
como sigue: Comenzando
Last Pub Aug. 18
300 feet from
35'
east,
said
estate
and
degrees
of
closing
discharge
en un punto mil ochocientos pies
the east line of Clifford Street,
and the discharge and release of said
occidental a lo largo de la Aven-id- a
city of Gallup, said point being
miles assignee and his sureties upon hi ofA niece of property 6
line
del Ferrocarril, de la esquina
south
south
of
the
182.5
and
feet
in
bonds
said
filed
ficial
cause,
square in Montana yielded $2,000,000
noroeste del Hotel Page (Siendo
of Railroad Avenue; thence south
said assignee will in said petition
worth of sapphires in three years.
tambien la esquina haciendo la
34 degrees 85' east, 837.1 feet;
pray for all other and further relief
de la testers de la
esquina
A normal wife is one who think as to the court may seem meet and thence north 69 degrees, 35' east,
Calls Segunda
y Ave n ida
892.5 feet; thence south 20 de-- "
her husband is working too hard and proper.
siendo
del
.
Ferrocarril)
L. N. CARY,
grees, 25' east, 360 feet; thence
not getting enough for. it
ochenta y tres pies al sur
south 69 degrees, 85' west, 860
Assignee.
25'
a angulos derechos a la line
One kind word while you can hear (1905)
feet; thence south 20 degrees, line
principal del trecho de la Com- east, 1808 feet to the south
it beats ' a brass band on your last First Pub. July 7.'
of Section 15; thence east 18 de
pania Ferraviaria Atchison, To
Pvb. July 28.
,
ride. .
ATTOSNBT AMD

--

peka y Santa Fe; luego al sur
venite grados venticinco minute
oriente, dos mil cuatrocientos
setenta y dnco pies al lindero sur
de I Seccion quience; luego al '
oriente mil sesenta y aiete pies;
luego norte cuatro grados quince
minutes oeste, mil trescientos y
ochenta ocho y un declmo de
pie;
luego norte veinte y nueve grade
quince minutos oeste mil y no
venta y cinco pies; luego sur
ochenta grados diet y ocho minutos oeste, ochocientos y aiete
pies; luego sur sesenta y nueve
grados, cuarenta mfnutoa oeste,
quinientos y treinta pies, conten- lendO en todo ochenta arm, maa x I
o menos. Y toda la propiedad personal perteneciente y tenida por
la dicha New Mexico Fir Brick ,

grees 40' north, 1067 feet; thence
north 4 degrees, 15' west, 1708.4
feet; thence north 29 degrees 15'
west, 1095 feet; thence south 80
degrees, 20' west 807 feet; thence
south 69 degrees, 85' west 230
feet to the point of beginning.
The said New Mexico Firs Brick
Company reserves the right to
tunnel under said premises - for
clay to be used in the making of
brick, provided such tunnel or
tunnels shall begin at a point
outside said above described property on land owned by the New
Mexico Fire Brick Company, and
that the New Mexico Fire Brick
Company shall provide sufficient
protection for the surface above
such tunnel or tunnela, and that
the New Mexico Fire Brick Company will not break the surface
of said premises. The New Mexico Fire Brick Company hereby
agrees that they will forever hold
the Thornton Ridington Company,
their successors
and assigns
blameless for any damages to the
surface of the above described
premises, or any improvements
thereon by reason of said tunnel or tunnels, or any part there-

Exceptuando, sin embargo, de
la arriba dicha propiedad de- cripta, lo siguiente:
Aquella parte de la mitad
de la Seccion 15, Cabildo 15
norte de rumbo 18 oeste, N. M.
P. M., mas particularmente
to

-tf

FOR RENT: Euinished room with
bath. $15 per month. Call at 202
West Mesa avenue.

4

des-crip-

w

'

sur

FOR RENT: Three room
Apply to Pete Milan.
'.

half-.(St-

-tf

'

i

v..

$3.00 down puts an Underwood
Typewriter in your office or. home.
Write for Catalogue. Southwestern
Typewriter Co., Grants, New Mexico.

norte

(1788)

.

,

FOR RENT: One five room modern house, furnished with piano. Call
at 405 W. Hill, or phone 329.
FOR SALE OR TRADE: One
Nash touring car, in first class con
dition, apply at Herald Office.
lb.

The Herald Office wilt pay 8c per
f of clean cotton rags, white or

colored.

-tf

FOR SALE: A- Bargain Reo 6
$325
Touring Car, good condition.
cash or $350, with $200 down, or will
irade for 1922 Ford touring car See
J. M. Martinez at Star Cafe.
8-ltpd

FOR RENT: Three room modern
apartment with sleeping poarch 403
E. Hill.
ROOM AND

board at

105

BOARD:

--

Room and

West Hill.

.

ht

--

FARM WANTED: Wanted t o
hear from owner of farm or unimproved land for sale, for fall delivery.
L. Jones, Box 428, Olney, 111.

ee

WANTED: Clean Cotton Rags-W- hite
or Colored. Will pay 8c per
lb. Gallup Herld.

.
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"d address on a
Post card or lnslet-teran- d
we will mail
free and postpaid, a sample copy of

lUt&ssfss
Pe?elsr
MAOAXIMg
,

the most wonderful magazine published. 160 pages aad 400 pictures
every month, that will entertain
every member of the family.
It contains inieresttaf and Instructive
on the Home, Fun, Shop and Office
srti-cl- es

the newest developments in Radio. AviaEach issue
tion, Automobile and
eoatains something to Interest everybody.
We do not employ subscription aolkitort so
you will not be urged toiubecribeind you
are not obi letting youratU in the least in
asking for. a free asm pie copy. We
gladly send a to prospective readers. If
you like it you can buy a copy every
month from any newsdealer or send us
for one year.
your subscription

Gr.

Mechanics Company
Populara Oatarie
CMtCAajQ,
ssciatMir

HA.

Street,

SO0-S1- 4

M

Ms froAnctum

tf

MMt

I

one-ten- th

ht

to

to

'

:

ne

,

to
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grados,

25

minutos oriente

minutos oeste,
grados
1095 pies; luego sur 80 grados, 20
minutos oeste, 807 pies; luego
sur 69 grados, 35 minutos oeste,

t)

At-La- w'

20

360 pies; luego sur 69 grados, 35
minutos oeste, 860 pies; luego
sur 20 grados, 25 minutos orien- te, 1303 pies a Ia linea sur de la
Seccion 15; luego al oriente 13
grados 40 minutos norte, 1067
pies; luego norte 4 grados, 15
minutos oeste, 1706.4 pies; luego

to-w- it:

adobe.

.

como sigue:
Comenzando en un punto norte
69 grados 35 minutos oriente,
300 pies de la linea oriental de la
Calle Clifford, ciudad de Gallup,
dicho punto siendo 182.5 pies sur '
ae ia linea de la Avenida del Fer- rocarril; luego al sur 34 grados :
35 minutos oriente, 837.1 pies;
luego norte 69 grados, 35 min- - '
utos oriente, 392.5 pies; luego al ,'

,

FOR RENT: Business house for
rent Inquire at the Peoples Meat
Market. .

,

Company.

'

29

:

'
'

'
'
,

15

230 pies, al punto de comienzo.
La dicha New Mexico Fire Brick
Company reserva aqui el derecho
al tonel bajo dichas premises para

.
'
"

'

'
1

barro para usarse para hacer
proveido que tales toneles o
toneles comienzen en un punto
afuera de dicha propiedad arriba
descripta en terreno perteneciente por la New Mexico Fire Brick
Company, y que la New Mexico
Fire Brick Company debera pro-vesuficiente proteccion. para
la superficie arriba de tal tonel
o toneles, y que la New Mexico
Fire Brick Company no rompera
la superficie de dichas premises.
La New Mexico Fire Brick Company ronviene aqui que ellos para
siempre tendran la Thornton Ridington Company, bus sucesores y
asignados desculpables por
perjuicios a la superficie de las arriba descriptas
o cualesquiera mejoras en
las mismas por razon de dicho
tonel o toneles, o cualquier parte
lad-rill- o,

er

cual-esquie- ra

pre-mis-

de los mismos.

Toda la propiedad personal ahora.
en mis manos como Recibidor de la
New Mexico Fire Brick Company, una
corporacion, incluyendo los cobros
exceptuando, sin embargo, el
dinero en mano o en deposito en cualquier banco depisitado al credito del
Recibidor.
Aviso se da' aqui que dicha venta
sera hecha sujeta a las siguientes con-diciones y restricciones; que la pro- L.iU. .... -- .k.4.
puenui nias uajitn 4110 oi uunjv
mado recibira por la propiedad es la
cantidad de veinte un mil y setecien
tos cincuenta pesos ($21,750), menos
cualquier dinero recibido de la venta
o disposicion por el Recibidor de cualesquiera de los bienes de dicha Com-pan-ia
entre la fecha de este decreto
;
y el dia de venta.
Ademas, que dicha venta debera es-t- ar
sujeta a, el cumplimiento de os
los contratos que deberan estav
existiendo en el dia ante de la venta
te
entre el Recibidor y cualquier
de dicho Recibdor, y quedara
obligado por el fiel desempeno da
dichos contratos.
Ademas. la dicha venta debera estar
sujeta a cualesquiera y todos los derechos de redencion que puedan existir
en ley en las premises.
,
El postor de exito en dicha venta
,

1

to-d-

mar-chan-

'

.

sera requerido de depositar quince
(15) por ciento de la cantidad de su
propuesta. ya sea en dinero efectivo
o libranza certificada, al tiempo que
dicha propiedad sea entregada al
dicho postor victorioso, y lo restante
de dicha propuesta inmediatamente
sobre la confirmacion de dicha venta
venta
por la corte, proveido que dicha
sea asi confirmada.
Postores prospectivos por dicha propiedad son aqui informados que al
pedir una lista .de la dicha propiedad
de dicha compania, incluyendo toda
las cientas recivibles, y una lista d
todos eVos contratos los cuales el comprador sera requerido de cumplir pod-r- an
obtenerse sobre aplicacion al aba-j- o
firmado al menos diez (10) dia antes de la fecha de la venta.
JOHN R. McFIE,
(1936)
Recibidor.
First Pub. July 28. ,

Last

Pub. Aug. 18.
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THE Importance of education for your children
them pengoes without debate. You may leave
can -an
education
always
with
but
they - '
niless,
1n
make their way the world.";:
For that reason it is essential that you adopt
some systematic plan of saving some plan
whereby they are assured the right kind of edu; ?
cation.
;"
Gome to this Bank and let us show you several)
excellent methods whereby you can set aside a
certain sum over a certain number of years and
provide for your children's future.
:

GOLDEN PURITY
'

Packed By '
ALAMOSA CBEMEBY
-

CO.

Public Confidence
And Publicity

Tme avertr Amertoan tourist in
Cand la usually content to Unit
all shtseateg to those historic spots
which , the guide books hare . aadt
familiar, wrMea Adelaide End G
IscTle ia Travel, without ever realising that there are many (laces ef
historic interest and actual beauty not
far from the beaten track, which mow
wbe
than
the adventurer
repay
'
strikes off bodily from the popular
Itineraries. " Comparatively few travelers, for example, explore the bean-tie- s
of Ejsex, yet this is a really
charming country that Is rick la
qoalnt and ancient towns .and

i

;

Our old friend John Kennedy writes
from Ardara, County Donegal, Ireland, that he hag not received bis
Gallup Herald for four weeks, and
that he is very lonely without The
Herald. Mr. Kennedy says that he
is going to write us an article "On
Conditions in Ireland, as I see Them."
For the present, Mr. Kennedy is too
busy fishing' for salmon to write a
letter. Mr. Kennedy sends his best
regards to his many old friends
in Gallup.
We await Mr. Kennedy's letter and
know our readers will appreciate such

Bo Happy, Though

To
H.
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$398

1800 White Handkerchiefs of Lawn

Mercerized Lined, embroidered and
plain corners. Regular Price 25c.
Your choice for

13c

HATS
.

T'

XCLOSV-

himi

STOCKINGS

,

rrSTAv

-
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BUT NOT EXPENSIVE
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Alum inuta

face;, black
stiff bristles.
29c

KOU

N

AND

At 2tJ St.

I

43c-69c--

3c

'Automatic
Pants in

Suspenders
Strong leather
ends;
good
quality. Pair,

6

But-ton-

s:

Arm Bands
Silk ' elastic;
plain and fancy styles.
Pair,

and

Buttons:

E

--?eye,

WOMEN

CHtLORSN
( (SaujupJIM.

Fish- -

two-hol-

fine
12

e;

Quality:

on card.

8c

inches

'"

centimeEach,

fiiiiiiimi,

8c

Pollen
Box . . . . Sc

2

8c

ins.;

ters.

Shinola Shoo

Cannot

break hair.
on card,

made. of. cot-

ton;

,

10c. 23c
Cnrlox Hair
Curlers: Made
with curved
bar.

Tape 60Meas-

Be, 23c

Combs:

breakable,
hard
rubber;
fine qualities.
Each,

Bands:
quality;

ures:

Par

iv

box

Fine
cushion back;
all sizes. Ea.,
9c

and

0e

fine.
U

8c

Neck

net he:

Sd-1-

Black. Box,

23c, 49,
89c
69c,

'

black

or brown; tongue o r slide
buckles. Each,

Assort

tratiht.

a

cow-- ,

Toilet

Pins:
j

Steel

nr

Household

Each

Shears:

packed in
box with extra

pair
Barrettes

Shell,.

let of blades.

Plain

tone

Each,

All

93c
Hose
8u p porters;
o

Men's- -

Bloomers

rubpure
with ven-

gle grip.

29c

:

29c

'

pieces.

sizes.

12c

Crochet Hook:
Extra
fine
quality. Sixes
It to 14. Each,

"Paris" brand;
satin pad; sin-

tilator.

White;

Bristles.

49c

Baby

ber;

Lather Brush:

Braid:

Good

10c 29c 53c

Of

Me'cerlsei
Rick. Rack

88c

Rhinessettings.

and

Pair,

8c

i

.5

the filming of "Main
Street" assistance was proiierea
from all quarters. The Minneapolis
Chamber oi commerce, lor lnsuinGe,
offered Warner Brothers literature of
every description, telling ofinthe depth
a main
of snow in
street town, the way houses are built
and other particulars. "Msin Street,"
..i.n.i, mniwnr Vidor and Monte
Blue, and with a notable supporting
cast, Will DO SHOWn at ine oiranu
Theatre next Tuesday and

OF LIFE IN PERSIA

WRITES

During

Cutoms and Costumes Were Something
of a Shook to Observant
American Visitors.

mid-wint- er

Arthur Sherburne Hardy writes Interestingly of Persian costumes . in
He describes
"Things Remembered."
that of the ladles of the court as "a
caricature of the costume of the corps
de ballet, a dress which bad captivated
the shah's fancy when visiting Europe," and which spread generally
One-ha- lf
off en all Summer Foot through the upper circles of society.
wear at Paris Shoe store summer As te the costumes In general, the
Clearing Sal.
streets of Teheran offer none of those
color effects which dassle the
p.v nndri runorta the marriace brilliant
In India, Mr. Hardy says.
eye
of
both
of Roy McGurg and Ida lija,
Among other national peculiarities
Gallun. Tne wmomk cook piace nea- which the author found It difficult to
nesday.
become accustomed to was the apPa Ink rharlo of Alhunuermie was parent complete disregard of the pasover for the last week end to visit sage of time, and the popular disrewith the family of N. A. Ross.
gard of the Importance of punctuality.
He tells some Interesting things about
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph LeRoy Smith Persian rugs, some of which', he says,
are visiting in Los Angeles and San receive treatment as regards dirt which

Diego, Cal.

o

Word has been received here of the
death of Mrs. Lewis at Golden, Colo.
Mrs. Lewis was the mother of. Mrs.
E. E. Mercer.

would shock a New England housekeeper. For the Persian spreads his
rug wherever he may happen to be, to
rest, to eat, to say bis evening prayer.
The gloss which comes with age he
attributes to his bare or stockinged

RELIEF FROM HICCOUGHS
Moisten some granulated sugar
with vinegar and eat it. It is sajd to
produce instant relief from hiccoughs.
:

SMOOTHS AND CLEANS
seems rough and perhaps a little dry, sprinkle some kitchen cleanser on a newspaper and
rub the hot iron this before applying

If the iron

it

to the garment

REX' PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK
Mr. Henry

the

Ruhr Basin.
The Ruhr basin In Germany, exA picture a little out of the ordin
tending 82 miles to the east of the
ary, "The Famous Mrs. r air," at tne Rhine, and practically the center or
Rex theatre for Tuesday and Wednesheadquarters of Industrial Germany.
- :'.
day.
Is one of the richest coal and Iron re-- ,
in the world, remarks the DeSee the prices and save money at glons
troit News. It has the second greatest
the Paris Shoe Store Summer Clearoff on all Summer coal Held, is the seat of the great
ing Sale, one-ha-lf
Rruppworks (at Essen), and contains
Footwear.
n
a nnmber of other manufacturing:
towns. Ruhr not only takes the lead
FOR SALE
in Germany In the production of iron
A 25
gear roller Awning J and steel implements and machinery,
complete with Aubon patent arms, al but It also produces great quantities of
most new. race fso.ou. m.
salt end textiles. With only 40 per
cent of its coal fields being worked,
the Ruhr valley before the World war
A FORD FOR SALE
was producing 90,000,000 tons of coal
a year, and It also produced 6,000,000
For sale, a Ford with a piston ring,
tons of pig Iron,
Two rear wheels and one front
The valley Is naturally of great imspring:
Has no fenders, seat or plank,
portanceboth from an Industrial and
Burns lots of gas, and hard to crank; from a military and a strategic point
:
Carburetor busted half way through, of view,
Engine missing, hits on two;
A SILENT PARTNER
Three years old, four in the spring;
Turn man wt,n wato "snmethlnff in
Has shock absorbers, and everything;
Radiator busted, sure does leak;
were lunching at their club one
city'
ntH
Aaxr
nn. "nrd partner
Differential dry, you can hear it
formerly used always to oppose my
squeak;
Ttn'KBokiu missing, front all bent; views, but now ne agrees, wnn me
Tires blowed out, ain't worth a cent; in everthing."
"How do vou account for it T" asked
Got lots of speed, runs like the deuce;
'
Burns either gas or tobacco Juice;
the other.
Tires all off, been run on the rim; ,
"Dont know," iaid the iirst.- not sure whether I convince him, or
Dun good car for & share its in.
(Lon
only make him tired."-l- Att
ArjJy to Lou Lt?- -,
K Ueadeo.
don).
Rlehea of

foot-bev-

el

.

oakt

i

ri

.

itatff

j

nn

Organist

Tourneur
Production
"THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS"
Milton Sills, Anna Q. Nilsson
Cameo Comedy
"ONCE OVER"
WEEKLY NEWS
A Maurice

MONDAY
Repeating
THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS"

TUESDAY

feet."'
x

C. Keseh,

SUNDAY

A Fred Niblo Production
JFeaturing Myrtle Stedman and
Marguerite De Lo Motte in
THE FAMOUS MRS. FAIR"
TOPICS OF THE DAY
AESOP'S FABLES
.

WEDNESDAY
Repeatlnf

"THE FAMOUS MRS. FAIR"

-lt

up back,
1000 pair Fine Silk Stockings, tailored, seam Choice
for
clocks up side and plain. Regular price $1.75.
only
98C
I

hide;

Hair
Brushes

Men'a

Mrs. H. H. Freeman has returned
home frost Kansas, accompanied by
her mother.

LADIES TRIMMED

-

Genuine

Hair

.

crimped

I

Men's Belts:

23c 7tV

'

HANDKERCHIEFS

Only

'

CERTAIN TEST
' TWo' finfcarmon were anvliiur in a
river, when one sudednly dropping his
rod.
"Say I" he ejaculated. "Did you see
that feller fall of that cliff over there
into the river?"
"Don't eet excited. Bill." soothed
the other. "Mebbe .it was a movie
actor makin' pictures."
"But, my stars i now Kin we ten t"

$7-0-

$14.50.

Cossibs

heavy
quality; coarse
teeth.
fine
and

Married.

V

Dressing

.

Extra

Is

---r

-

-

Wire
Pins:

Tooth Brash:
Good quality;
white bristles;
polished bone
handle. Each,
23c

WWU Ivory

,

generally true that married people are as happy, on the average, as
unmarried people. But It is peculiar
of married people that they do a
to
whole lot of unnecessary thing
make each other miserable, and as a
result they're always Inviting company, because they'd rather see almost anyone than each other, the way
they feel In their curl papers and
grouches. It Isn't being married that
does it It's forgetting to be sweethearts. But married people who keep
on being pals and sweethearts are the
happiest beings this side of angels.

It

Hundred wonderful leather Purses and bags; and
$8.00 and
Canteen Boxes that sell for
$10.00, for only
We bought the entire output of a Chicago manufacturer at
less than the actual cost of manufacture. Hence the low
values. They
price of $3.98. You will marvel at tbeseserved.
are wonderful.. First come, first

Your choice of any hat in
the house, Lady Waverly,
Paige, Bloosome, and Lady
Duff brands formerly priced
to sell for $6.50 to $9.95

ctczzj

Thruont the United Statea, where our Stoies are located, this oUaslon will attract thou
sands of women who will be interested in providing, themselves, with important savings with
; ,;
the numerous small articles that are constantly housekeeping needs.

j

Continues With Unabated Interest
,

475 csrAnTrvizm1

UVJ1

MYRTLE.
.,'
What I hold
'Whoa, Merts 1
that human beings are as happy or
as miserable as they make each other.

JULY CLEARANCE SALE
PURSES AND

CTCI3

ORGANIZATION

E. W.: Ia it true you bold s
theory that married people are not
happy? . This is to settle a bet ,

.

,
y

CHAIN

DSPARTKSNT
STOSZ

'

"One of the best evidences of better railroad management is the effort
that is being made to acquaint the
public with railroad operation.
"When railroad executives spread an article.
e
their cards upon the table that the
HER FAVORITE
what is going
public may see exactly
rniia atiaMltltMi 4a 41 f skit
"Who is your favorite poet, Miss
Gush Longfellow or Whittier T" ask
Lke a mist before the morning sun.
'Wow that these executives have ed the professor.
".Oh, neither ox tnem; mine is nracn
adopted this better method of keeping
the public informed on what they are more wonderful. I am quite in love
doing nd proposing to do, there is with him, and the strange part of it
ip is that
I dont even know hia first
reason to believe that a better
will be established between name. Can you tell me professor T
tVem. From .the Frankfort (Ind.) His name is Anon?" Houston Post
Chesent News.
' TAKES UP THE HEAT
N
Our War department has perfected
Inn a moon in. the sauce
m powder that does not have to be pan if you want the contents to bail
kept dry. New York thinks it has quickly as tne spoon win carry on a
perfected that kind of a citizenship. ereat deal of the heat and delay the
-- Greenville Piedmont.
,vV-"v,cooking.

I

e:. ?zy
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,

BUTTER
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FRIEND JOHN KENNEDY
WRITES FROM IRELAND
.

Uri

--

SSato Bonis
Gallup
, 'Teach Your Dollars To Have More Cento"
TRY..

i(

And the - touchstone - of Essex Is
Oolchester, only 62 miles from Lon-doand easily accessible by motor or
by. train. From the standpoint of
ton'rtst, historian, archeoloiist, and
antiquary alike, Colchester la the
most Important town of Its county,
and a day, or many days, may pleas-untidand profitably be spent In visFor Oolchester
iting Its treasures.
makes the unique claim of being the
oldest town In Great Britain, and as
the relics and remains of Its various
Inhabitants date back to Paleolithic
and Neolithic times we shall not dispute the claim. . ,.

''
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THURSDAY
JACKIE COOGAN IN
"DADDY"
Dippy Doo Dad Comedy
"DONT FLIRT"
Scenic,' NIGHT OF MANY
SHADOWS

FRIDAY
Repeating
"DADDY" -

,

SATURDAY
Alice Brady in
SNOW BRIDE'
Two Reel Comedy by
BULL MONTANA
WEEKLY NEWS

"THE

COMING:

Return engagement by request

tu3

Foutt EossLS;s

"ir-Ann- o

A
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